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The Image Of Fairfield

Hayes Sweeps Presidential Election
Christina Hennessy
News Editor
Brian Hayes swept opponent
Anne Norton in Tuesday's FUSA
Presidential elections, as he posted
victory with 818 votes.
Norton pulled in 308, bringing the total number of voters to
1,126.
The number is down from
last-year's record-settting turnout
of 1,317 voters, but the total is less
than half of the student population.
"I was pleased with the turnout of voters and I was happy to see
many students take an active stand
and vote," said Hayes.
"Having the elections earlier
in the semester caught many people
by surprise, especially since the
campaigns were condensed into a
two week period," said Chris
McSherry, current FUSA President.
"Voter turnout is something
I'd like to work on with Brian to
improve for next year," he said.
Though the campaign period
was brief, both candidates concentrated on calling for improved
communication, a goal Hayes now
begins to work upon.
"We both had clean campaigns and I'd like to congratulate
Anne on the campaign she ran,"
said Hayes.
Hayes now begins the process of selecting his three vice presi-

dents as well as surrounding himself with members of his cabinet.
He plans to reevaluate the
cabinet positions and change, add
or eliminate positions.
"As of right now I'm really
not sure who I will appoint to the
positions, it still hasn't quite set in
that I won," he added.
As president, Hayes has the
power to call a constitutional convention, which he intends to do in
order to "modernize the
constitution and bring it up-todate."

Fairfield Joins
the Effort to Save
the Planet
Christina Hennessy
News Editor
As a little Valentine's message to the Earth, Fairfield University students will express their love of the planet with a new
recycling program tentatively set to start on Feb. 15.
The program affects all buildings on campus, including
resident halls, the Campus Center, and the academic buildings.
"We are hoping that the process will become a semi-automatic nature as students realize we all must do something," said
Fred Cotter, Director of Physical Plant. "We are a terrribly wasteful
society."
The process will get underway as the internal and external
containers are set up to handle both general trash and recyclable
products.
"We will be handing out a different set of instructions to the
students in the townhouses and the residence halls," said Cotter.
"The students will be crucial in the initial sorting phase as
they will start the process within their rooms," he added. "In my
experience, however, the kids have always been very cooperative."
Other campus buildings besides residence halls will be targets of the new recycling program.
"The Campus Center will be a tough, but if everybody
cooperates the program will run smoothly," said Cotter.
Plans for trash disposal from both Bannow and the Nursing
building are already underway and bins are currently set up near the
Print Shop to collect bond and computer paper.
If the separate products are mixed, however, the cost of waste
disposal will rise, increasing the cost to the University and ultimately, according to Cotter, the state will refuse to pick up the trash.
"My major concern is about the future, especially looking
forward to the Spring, when the dorms close," said Cotter. "Nobody
is going to be thinking about recycling."
Resident Advisors will currently be meeting to receive instructions on how to conduct the sorting on all floors. The large bins
will be placed in the general lavatories in which the waste will be

(continued on p.2)

Another goal for Hayes is to
improve the image of FUSA by
communicating with students and
getting student involvement.
"I would like to attractpeople
who might not normally come out
to get involved. I plan to do this by
scheduling different events that
would appeal to broad taste and
interests," he said.
He has several goals he hopes
to achieve in his term.
- improve the constitution of
FUSA
- program a greater number

and diverse events, shifting money
within the budget, if necessary
- increase involvement by
establishing monthly forums and
sending out a FUSA newsletter
- get the STAG, Fairfield's
telephone and address directory,
out earlier
- set up dialogue with Rich
Rossi, Director of Student Residences, and William Schimpf , Vice
President of Student Services, to
give students the opportunity to
voice their opinions to administrators
- explore the possibility of an
outdoor Dogwoods Dance, allowing unlimited student participation
- to re-evaluate the organizational structure of the Student
Association Cabinet
- to better utilize the power of
the student body, which according
to Hayes, is FUS A's chief resource.
"I would also like to improve
the relationship with Student Court
and get that branch of government
more involved with the other two
branches of FUS A," Hayes added.
"Brian provides strong leadership, in that his three years in
FUSA has shown him the ins and
outs of FUSA, as well as providing him with experience," said
McSherry.
"Basically, Brian is a hell of
a nice guy and he will use his
innovative ideas combined with
what he's seen as past successes

and failures to have a successful
term ," he added.
Hayes hopes to see the mainstream of the student body react
and get behind FUSA for the big
issues on campus.
This involvement also translates into pulling the many groups
on campus together to all work on
the issues affecting students.
"As president for the past
year, I'd advise Brian to work on
bettering the communication with
the students, and trying to get better involvement," said McSherry.
"But as of right now, I think
he's just beginning to think about
surrounding himself with good
people," he added.
On his climb to the top, Hayes
had previously served as a student
representative from 1988-89 and
Government Operations Committe
Chair from 1989-90.
Outside of FUSA, Hayes
participated in Orientation '90 as
one of the Sunday Day-Chairs.
Most recently, he just completed a term as FUSA Senate
President this past year.
"I feel my experience, as well
as my outside activities, allows me
to stay in the mainstream and know
what's going on," said Hayes.
Hayes officially steps into
office on April 2. By his inauguration, the positions in cabinet wil be
filled following an application and
interview process.

Summer Orientation
f
Welcomes Class of 95
New program supplements traditional fall event
Emily Okenquist
Staff Writer
The Class of '95 will journey
to Fairfield two months earlier this
year as Orientation '91 adds a twoday summer program in June, in
addition to the traditional fall event.
"I think this will be an easier
transition for the freshmen," said
Fran Koerting, director of Freshmen Orientation and Judicial Officer. "It will reduce the unknowns
of college life which can be real
nerve-racking and will make things
more pleasant in September."
For two days in June, freshmen will get a feel for college life
by living in a dorm with their new
classmates and going to social
events planned by the Orientation
Committee.
They will also take language
placement tests, receive one on
one advising about Math courses,
attend workshops, and have their
ID pictures taken, replacing activities which normally take place
in the fall.
"This program will allow
them extra time to do more things
in September," said Gwen
Vendley, director of the Freshman
Experience Program.
The Faculty Advisors will
meet with the freshmen for academic discussions and will help

them through the registration process.
"They'11 be able to walk away
with a printout schedule," said
Koerting, "and maybe even buy
their books."
Freshman Facilitators, in
addition to leading group discussions and activities, will assume
the responsibilities of last year's
Student Advisor position, such as
welcoming the Class of '95 and
assisting in orientation events.
Their role will continue
throughout the year through the
Freshman Year Experience Program. The facilitators will work
more with faculty advisors this
year, as well.
"We want the Freshman
Facilitators to be more involved
with the students and have contact
with them right away," said
Vendley. "I think this kind of
program will be more regularized
and more fulfilling for the students."
On day one of the summer
program, freshmen will be placed
into groups of approximately 16
students with two Freshman Facilita rs and two Faculty Advisors. Each Freshman Facilitator
and Faculty Advisor will be responsible for about eight freshmen, all of the same major, but the
two small groups will combine
throughout the weekend for activi-

ties and social events.
"We would like to mix science and liberal arts students in the
group," said Vendley. "For example, maybe half of the large
group would be Nursing and half
would by Psychology."
The Freshman Facilitators
and the students will be encouraged to correspond during the
summer so they will be even more
familiar with each other upon arrival in September.
"It will be more than just a
name on a piece of paper," said
Koerting. "We're also hoping that
when the freshmen are together
with other students over the summer, they will meet people and
choose to be roommates."
A special Parents Orientation is planned for the parents who
accompany their sons and daughters on the summer orientation.
This event will included lunch,
activities and a special dinner.
"Campus Ministry will have
a presentation to give the parents a
feel for the Jesuit tradition," said
Koerting, "and there will be a three
hour afternoon panel discussion."
Planned topics will include
information on safety and security, residence and student life, and
support services.
"They will get arf idea of

(continued on p.2)
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New Recycling Program
(continued from p.l)
separated before moving to outside bins.
"We are going to talk about
the program with the residents
because whatever way is easier for
the residents is easier for us," said
Cotter.
"It's going to take the cooperation of everyone to make this
thing work," he added.
The guidelines for the student residences are as follows:
1. Separate room containers will be used to sort cans, bottles
and plastic. The products will be

taken to central containers, at which
custodial personnel will bring
waste material to outdoor bins.
2. Newspapers should also
be placed in the centralized floor
container. Maintenance personnel
will remove stacks to general sorting.
3. Townhouse residents will
have marked containers for cans,
bottles and plastics and one for
newspapers. These will be taken
to central area bins.
Currently, the University
community practices environmen-

tally safe programs with the Maintenance Department, such as the
collection and recycling of such
products as storage batteries and
waste oil.
In addition, bins are presently set up in the Print Shop and
Computer Center to collect both
bond and computer paper for recycling. Such bins will be distributed to all the offices on campus
and the Faculty Office Building.
"Basically, we are burying
ourselves and this is a first step to
improve the problem," said Cotter.

f

Summer Orientation 95
(continued from p. 1)

what it's like to be the parent of a
college student," Koerting added.
The scheduled days for the
two summer orientation sessions
are June 23, 24 and June 28, 29.
For those students who cannot attend because they live a distance
from Fairfield, they will spend
some extra time catching up on
testing and advising during the fall
orientation, but will still arrive on
September 1 with the rest of the
freshmen.
As in the past years, the cochairs, day chairs, and Orientation
Committee will be members of

junior class. Approximately 90
Freshman Facilitators will be
needed this year, an increase from
last year's program because of the
change in structure. They will be
chosen from members of the junior and senior classes.
Deadline for Orientation
Staff applications is tomorrow,
February 1, and the Freshman
Facilitator applications are due
Friday, February 15.
"There is already a lot of
energy and thought involved in the
planning," said Vendley.
Other colleges, with enroll-

ments comparable to Fairfield's,
have programs similar to this,
which is one of the reasons Fairfield decided to alter its orientation.
Boston College will begin a
summer program this year. John
Carroll University and Loyola College both have a program like Fairfield's, with a summer orientation
and a session in the fall.
"We wanted to keep our fall
program and have the freshmen
arrive on Sunday," said Koerting,
"because it has all worked so
wonderfully in the past."

Survey Finds Young People Immoral
CPS- A Los Angeles think
tank reported today's collegians
have very few ethical values, but
students vehemnetly disagree.
The results, claimed researcher Michael Josephson, indicate
"a
meaningful,
demonstrable., .discernible disintegration" in moral standards.
"I disagree with that," said
Jennifer MacCallum of Providence
College in Rhode Island. "So many
people here are very concerned for
other people. We don't protest
issues, we actually go out and do
somehting about it."
Indeed, at the moment Jo-

sephson released its study, 7,000
students from around the nation
gathered at the University of Illinois to plot environmental efforts.
"That event isvery relevant,"
admitted Josephson, "but I don't
think it will change the thrust of
how we characterize the generation."
"I think maybe we have different morals and different values
than the last generation," added
Oklahoma State University's
Daryn Casey, "but there's not a
lack of morals."
"I don't see rampant amorality," said psychology Prof. Stephen

Davis of Emporia State University
in Kansas. He surveyed 6,000 collegians nationwide and found a
majority admitted to cheating in
high school.
The report accused young
people of being more violent, promiscuous, racist and ignorant than
any other generation. The report
says the 18-30 age group committed more crimes against each other
and their teachers than any other.
"There's no question all of
these behaviors have existed before, but it's clear to us that many
of the behaviors are happening in
greater numbers," Josephson said.

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to the Giants... and
to the Bill's kicker for cracking
under pressure... to the smiling
official at the Super Bowl... how
much money do you think he had
on the Giants?... to all the Super
Bowl festivities that made doing
work on Sunday impossible... to
the Senior Reception Saturday
night... to Happy Hour in the StagHer on Fridays... talk about a great
idea... to the Outback, the Upper
Deck, the Vatican, Waterloo, and
the Rock House... to townhouses
43, 53, 114, and 116... to the mail
room staff for showing their colors
for our troops... to Wolf Blitzer...
do you think that's his real name?...
to Vitamin C - the essential nutrient... and to people who sing about
it... to red wigs and the people who
wear them... to red leotards... to the
Buffalo trip... to Mulligan's Brick
Bar and Garcia's Irish Pub... to
liquor store employees who screw
up and give you 17 cases for the
price of 11... to naked people hiding outside the townhouses... it's
cold, come on in...

Boooooooooos to sore
sports, finks, liars and cheats... to
having nothing to do on the weekends if you're under 21... movies
get a bit dull after a while you
know (despite what the Movie
Man might think)... to having
mono and not being able to drink
for two months... not to mention
missing classes - what a shame... to
all the surprises at the townhouse
lottery... get off campus while you
can... to the high price of Vitamin
C... to people who set their Organic Chemistry Experiments on
fire in Monday labs... to burning
toaster ovens and people who yell
fire, but don't do anything to put
the fire out... to people who don't
know how to use a toaster oven...
to all the mud on campus... too bad
mud wrestling isn't in the Spring
course book... to all the classes
that are in the Spring course book...
to teachers who held class on
Marin Luther King Day...can they
do that?... to our first full week of
classes...isn't today supposed to be
Friday...

Looking for a political adventure of the first order? Professor Edward Dew of the Politics Department may have just what
you want. He plans to lead a group around the U.S.S.R. for two
weeks shortly after graduation, from May 25th to June 8th, 1991.
Dew's trip is sponsored by the School of Continuing Education and
was arranged in cooperation with the citizen Exchange Council of
New York.
Cost of the trip is $3,350 and includes all air fares, hotel accommodations, three meals a day, excursions and theatre, etc. The
tour may also be taken on an undergraduate credit basis. For more
information, see Professor Dew. Brochures and further information are available at the School of Continuing Education, Dolan
House, Dolan Campus, or from Professor Dew, FOB 305.

Newsreel
The FUSA Senate prepares for a new year, recently holding elections for the top offices. The
winners are as follows: President, John Tedesco; Vice President, Anne Tuomey; Secretary, Claudia
Jimenez; Director of Correspondence, Greg Desmond; Judiciary, Jen Graf; University Life, Bob
Raimondo and University Development, Shawn McVicker.
The Fairfield Jesuit Community as well as two alumni and a former trustee will be honored by the
Fairfield University Alumni Association on Feb. 21 at a dinner benefit to raise money for the
University's Minority Scholarship Fund.
Francis T. "Fay" Vincent Jr., commissioner of Major League Baseball, will be the guest of honor
and keynote speaker for the event.
The annual faculty award will go to the Jesuits in recognition of the 450th anniversary of the establishment of the Society of Jesus and their contributions to the education of Fairfield students.
Robert Murphy,'71, a vice president of news coverage at ABC-TV, will receive the Alumni
Professional Achievement Award, while Bruce Howard, '73, the department head of general education
at Bullard Havens Technical School in Bridgeport, will receive the Alumni Service Award for
dedication to the University.
Dorothy Bennett, a former member of the board of trustees, will be awarded for being an honorary
alumna. Bennett, along with her husband, founded Caldor, Inc. in 1951 and went on to establish a
philanthropic foundation.
The celebration of Black History Month continues with a visit Feb. 6, by Dr. Leslie KingHammond , dean of graduate studies at the Maryland Institute, who will discuss "The Black Experience
in American Art: New Age of Discovery".
Her visit will start off with a discussion on "Black Printmakers and the WPA" at the Walsh Art
Gallery at noon and finish at 8 p.m. in the Quick Center.
Rev. John R. Donahue, S.J., visits the Fairfield campus next Thursday to speak on "Rich and Poor
in the Gospel of Luke: a Challenge for Today's Church" at 8 p.m. in the Quick Center.
Fr. Donahue, a professor of New Testament at the Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley and the
Graduate Theological Union in California, is part of the lecture series honoring the year-long Ignation
Year celebration.
t -.■.-»••*

Classifieds
No Gimmicks - Extra Income Now! Envelope stuffing - $600-$800
every week - Free Details: SASE to Brooks International, Inc. P.O.
Box 680605, Orlando, FL 32868.
Ski Trips! The Ski Club is running trips to Smugglers Notch, Okemo,
MT Snow, Park City Utah. Call Pam or Cheryl at 256-0578.
Wanted: Enthusiastic individual or student organization to promote
Spring Break destination for 1991. Earn commissions, free trips and
valuable work experience. Apply now!!! Call Student Travel Serice
at 1-800-265-1799.
Wanted: International artists rep specializing in art for children seeks
f/t bright intern. Immediate opening. 438-8386.
Beach House for Rent. Fully furnished. Available 1991-92 academic year for 3 to 4 students. Call (212) 385-0480 (NYC).
Wanted: Junior or Senior with car. In home child care for cute 3 and
5 year old, near University. Late afternoon and evening. Excellent
pay. Free meal. Call 254-1443.
Study Abroad in Australia - Information on semester, summer, Jterm, Graduate, and Internship programs. All programs run under
$6,000. Call Curtin University at 1-800-878-3696.
Fast Fundraising Program - $1,000 in just one week. Earn up to
$1,000 for your campus organization. Plus a chance at $5,000 more!
This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50.
Help Wanted: Spend Spring Break in the sun - on us! Promote our
Spring Break trip on your campus. Free trips plus commission. Call
for information 1-800-423-5264.
Spring Break Cancun or Bahamas from $299.00! Includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, cruise, beach parties, free lunch and more!
Organize a small group-earn free trip plus cash. 1-800-BEACH IT.
Get Your Dream Jobs Now! 100's of address/tel. #s of Jobs Open In
Paradise. Calif/Fla/Natl. PlsCruise/Rafting. For Spring/Summer.
Have a paid vacation! Call 1-900-226-2644 $3/min.
JU.
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King Calls Students
To Honor The Dream
Debra De Shong
Staff Writer

"It is nothing but confused
times in this world of ours, and
these times call not for merriment,
but for movement."
This movement translated to
action for Yolanda King, the oldest daughter of the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., as she urged a full
house at the Quick Center last
Thursday to finish the job her father started nearly twenty years
ago.
Though technological advancements have changed society
since Dr. King began his struggle,
"we still haven't learned to live
together as brothers and sisters,"
said King.
Urging the students in the
audience to honor her father by
taking up the fight, King stated it
was college students who are the
fuel that keeps the movement
going.
"Today college students are
too laid back and they think, 'We
are in an integrated society and all
is well and nice," said King.
Students should fight offensively for their rights, according to
King.
King stressed involvement in
the voting process, as well, pointing out the practice of politicians
to cut student aid because they
know students are reluctant to get

involved in the system or vote.
She also called everyone to
fight the violence depicted through
mass media through active nonviolence.
"We've become so bombarded with violence, that we become desensitized to it," she added.
King stated that violence has
become such a normal part of our
life we use it as a solution to all of
our problems.
"Our priorities are warped,"
she said.
"For every dollar we pay the
governmnet in taxes, $.55 goes to
defense, $.08 goes to health care,
and $.02 goes to education. Edu-

cation is as important to our national security as the military," she
added.
King pointed out that it was
cheaper to educate a person than
imprison them.
She told the audience to
know what their money was used
for and write to congresspeople if
they disagreed with this administration's policies.
King honored her late father as she urged the audience to
never let his dream die.
"I choose to dream and to act
on my dreams, to pursue that might
be foolish, but to live without them
might be a nightmare," she added.
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The New 1991-92
FUSA Senate
Class of 1992:
Angela China
Kelly Crean
Kevin Croce
Eileen East
Vincent Galgano

Kelly Hanlon
Matthew Hart
Michael Loughlin
Rob Miani
Chris McCarthy

Class of 1993:
Matthew D'Alto
Richard Fair
Sarah Hines
Ted Hines
Danille Lacrox

Kathy Latex
Michelle Marfori
Matt McCullough
Wendy Pricious
Craig Vigilante

Class of 1994:
Jennifer Abate
Jennifer Benson
Lyn Campanella
Brooke Duschock
Meg Flynn

Patrick Mitchell
Maureen Murphy
Mia Papas
Lou Spadaccinni
Jeffery Taylor

The new senators begin their term on
February 12.

Vlto's Pizza
"The King of Kings Highway"
500 Kings Highway East
Fairfield
4 PM-10 PM Weekdays
4 PM-11 PM Thursday
4 PM-12 PM Fridays & Saturdays
Closed Tuesdays

334-4994
Free Delivery
($6.00 minimum for delivery)
Pasta Dinners
Ravioli
Lasagna
Baked Stuffed Shells

Salads
$4.25 Tossed
small $1.75 large $3.25
$5.00 Antipasto small $3.00 large $4.95
$5.00

Jumbo Calzones
Cheese
Extra

$5.00
$1.00

includes salad & bread

But 1 large Pizza with 3 toppings
and get 1 medium pizza FREE.
Not good with other offers.

1 Large Cheese Pizza
For
$6.50
Not good with other offers.

2 Large 16"
Cheese Pizzas for
$12.00
Not good with other offers.
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Gulf War Jeopardizes Study
Abroad Programs

J4nnouncements
TODAY - 3:10 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium. Meeting to discuss the application procedure for Freshman Facilitator. If you like
working with groups and want to be involved in Orientation, come to
this meeting.

American Students Receive Threats in Florence
CPS - The biggest success
in American higher education this
year - the boom in foreign study
programs - may be about to become its biggest nightmare.
Some of the 60,000-70,000
Americans studying abroad this
year could become targets of terrorists involved in Persian Gulf
war, or at least find it hard to get
home.
After the Jan. 15 United Nations deadline for Iraq to withdraw
its troops from Kuwait passed, students and parents flooded campus
study abroad offices with questions about their safety.
The concerns, however, have
not translated into trip cancellations, foreign study directors maintain.
"Obviously, we have had
questions from parents and students," said Gary Johnston, head
of the study abroad program at the
University of Arizona. "But as far
as I know it hasn't affected enrollment."
"We are seeing a lot of concern on the part of students and
parents," admitted Jeff Bliss,
spokesman for Perpperdine University in California. "But, we're

not seeing a drop in enrollment. In
fact, all our programs are filled to
capacity."
Pepperdine students and
professors, along with those of six
other U.S. universities with programs this year in Florence, Italy,
recently received nearly identical
letters threatening them with reprisal if the United States went to
war with Iraq.
Students and faculty from
Georgetown, Syracuse, California
State and Florida State universities
and the University of Michigan
also received the threats.
Italian authoritites investigating the group, which calls itself
the "Secret Popular Revolutionary
Movement," advised the students
to keep a low profile, even though
they're pretty sure it was a hoax.
"At this point, they don't
know if it was serious or not," said
State Department spokesperson
Nyda Novodvorsky. "They're
inclined to think it's a hoax. Of
course, we haven't invaded Iraq,
either," she noted four days before
the United Nations deadline.
In April 1986, following the
U.S. bombing of Libya, numerous
colleges, including Stephens, St.

John's, Bates, Yale and Union
College, canceled all or part of
their regular summer abroad programs.
Business and leisure travelers, if not students, sharply curtailed trips to the Middle East and
Europe during the first two weeks
of January.
Advance bookings for European travel, for instance, have
dropped 25 percent to 50 percent
in recent weeks, reported Roger
Ballou, of American Express's
Travel Related Services Group.
Officials there cite security concerns as well as the economic slowdown and higher fares for the drop.
Most foreign study directors,
although they're encouraging students to use common sense and
maintain a low profile, will heed
advice by the State Department,
which hasn't urged any extra cautions be taken in Europe.
"It's business as usual," said
Pepperdine's Bliss.
During orientation sessions,
students studying abroad are advised "not to stand out as Americans, " but that's more as a courtesy to the host country than a
security precaution, he said.

Weekend Events:

Women's Basketball vs.
Canisius - Alumni Hall, 7 p.m.
Saturday - Irish Society Presents.... The "Altan" Band, Oak
Room, 10 p.m.

Sunday - FUSA Movie... "Presumed Innocent," Gonzaga Aud.,
7 & 9 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs.
Canisius - Alumni Hall, 2 p.m.

Friday - FUSA Movie... "Presumed Innocent," GonzagaAud.,
7 & 9 p.m.

LOTUS GARDEN

Summer Internships are available at the Connecticut Conference on Municipalities, an organization of local town governments.
Specialty areas include research, finance, labor relations, journalism,
and human resources. Pay is $7 an hour, 35 hours a week in New
Haven. No academic credit, but worthwhile experience. For details
see Prof. Landy, S.J. or call Nancy Wygmans at 498-3000. Deadline
Feb. 15.
The Senior Retreat will take place the weekend of February 810. Once again this annual event will take place at Mercy Center, a
beautiful setting on Long Island Sound in Madison, CT. The cost is
$30. Jim Hayes, S.J., Sue Lyngaas, Tom Regan, S.J., and Gwen
Vendley will be the retreat leaders. Space is limited to thirty seniors.
Please sign up in Campus Ministry.
The Scholarship Committee of the Staff Association of Fairfield University is now accepting applications for the fourteenth
annual Scholarship Award. Applications are available to full-time
Fairfield University Juniors (Class of 1992) and may be picked up at
the following locations.
School of Business Office, FOB 251
Financial Aid Office, Canisius 9
Information Booth, CC Lobby
Registrar's Office, Canisius 201
Career Planning, Dolan Hall
Nyselius Library, See Lee Mihalik
All applications must be returned to: Judy Arel, Registrar's Office,
Canisius 201 NO LATER THAN MARCH 15, 1991.
Circle K Welcomes New Members! We meet every Wednesday at 5:45 p.m. in B137.

Mirror Meeting - Monday night, 8:00
p.m. in Bannow 3rd floor faculty lounge. Yearbook picture will be taken. Don't miss out!

\EM&TTIOMS
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

250 WESTPORT AVE., NORWALK • 847-7706

FAIRFIELD SHOPPING CENTER
923 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430

Sunday

C0LLEGE

Reduced admission with Fairfield ID

254-8111

Monday

FAST & FREE DELIVERY

NEW WAVE NITE
HOSTED by WDRE's MALIBU SUE
Reduced admission with Fairfield ID

Our Specialties
DINNERS
Angle Hair Chinese Style
General Tso's Chicken
Chicken in kGarlic Sauce
Vegetable Delight

NIGHT LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday
$6.95
$8.95
$6.95
$6.25

SUPERSTAR MALE
DANCERS
"THE ULTIMATE LADIES NITE"
CALL TO RESERVE A TABLE

(Every order over S15.00 comes with a free Roast Pork Bun)

EXOTIC DRINKS

Thursday featuring

Zombie
$3.95
Scorpion
$3.95
Pineapple Paradise
$3.95
Mai Tai
$3.95
Arrangements for parties & special occasions.

Friday

coupon
Dine In & Take Out Orders

10% OFF

DANCE
PARTY

Saturday

orders over $20.00

SATURDAY NITE DANCE PARTY

20% OFF
orders over $50.00
(Not applicable for free delivery)
Expires Feb. 28, 1991

LATIN NITE

A

OPEN FOR "18 TO PARTY ...21 TO DRINK"
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Minor Offers Unique Opportunities

Bodor's Bravura

Questions of Faith, Peace and Justice Tackled

Interstate Guessing Game

The Fairfield Mirror

a way that would allow them to
trace the relationship between
various issues, and to come to
their own decisions as to how to
combat the problems.
In answer to student's
demands various schools developed programs. Fairfield began
its program three years ago.
There are now over 200 programs like it throughout the
country.
The minor here, however, is somewhat unique in that
it adds a religious dimension to
the program. "What characterizes Jesuit schools is that it is the
Jesuit tradition to relate these
concerns to a religious tradition,"
said Cassidy.
Students weary of the religious tone, however, should not
avoid the minor for that reason.
"We are not a cult...our concern

James Bodor
Features Editor
War and weapons, hunger
and homelessness, death and decay: these are the issues many
students want to discuss and study.
The minor in Faith, Peace, and
Justice offers students the opportunity to do so.
"As people grew conscious
of the nuclear arms race, economic
injustices...people began to ask
questions. And also they began to
demand a systematic way to study
peace and justice issues. The minor
here allows students to do this in a
systematic way, a way that is not
so happenstance," said Dr. Kevin
Cassidy, the director of the program.
He said that students across
the country felt the need to be able
to study peace and justice issues in

By Bill Walko

Joe College
HEY, GEOfcE, LISTEN 70
THIS... IT Snii HEtE THE
m/l70fliTY OF C0U.ECE
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is not your becoming a religious person. We try to point out in an academic manor what religious tradition has to say about the issues," said
Cassidy. Senior Masey Amara
agrees. "I wouldn't say its pushing
any religion. It's mostly the issues
(that are discussed)."
The minor is further unique
in its emphasis on not only peace, but
also justice. "Peace is all very appropriate," said Cassidy, "but it isn't
worth much without the opportunity
for justice."
The course structure of the
minor gives students much control
over what they take. There are two
required courses: an introductory
course, and a closing seminar. The
remaining three courses, though, may
be selected from any department in
the university, as long as they deal
with issues of faith, peace, and justice.

1 DOA/T THMK THAT'S
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James Bodor
Features Editor
-Ninety-million, they told
me it was.
-Ninety-million! I said.
Ninety-million
dollars?!?
Where'd they get all that money?
-Well, you don't get it all
at once. You get it a little at a
time.
-Oh, of course, but still.
That's a lot of money.
From that moment on I
was sure I would win the New
York Lottery. It was only a matter of time.
I hopped into my car, intent on driving all the way to New Rochelle, if I had to, just to get tickets. Like a drunk without his drink,
like an addict without his uppers, I stormed off campus in search of the
winning Lotto ticket.
I remembered a sign I had seen somewhere (where! where!
where!) that said: WE SELL OUT OF STATE LOTTO TICKETS. I
drove towards the Post Road (slowly, I didn't want to get hit again),
prepared to scour every drug store, gas station, supermarket, or
wherever else I might find a ticket.
I took a left off North Benson. I passed McDonalds. WE
SELL OUT OF STATE LOTTO TICKETS...where? where? where?
I pulled into the Stop and Shop plaza. I parked my car.
I scanned the buildings. I didn't see the sign (even though it
was there). I went into Stop and Shop. I bought $8.73 worth of
bananas and drink boxes. I left Stop and Shop, and walked to my car.
I put my bag in the trunk, and then got into my car. I looked
into my mirror. I saw nothing except a liquor store, with a sign in its
window that said: STEKCIT OTTOL ETATS FO TUO LLES EW.
(Ok, so everything would have been backwards in a mirror, but the
printer can't do that, so you'll have to settle for this.)
Hold on! There it is! They SELL OUT OF STATE LOTTO
TICKETS!
I got out of my car and went into the liquor store. The lady at
the cash register stared at me suspiciously.

(continued to p.)
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Fairfield Students Protest War In Washington
Jennifer O'Neill
Contributing Writer
"We have to get up off our
apathy." -Yolanda King, lecturer.
"I don't know what it is
about the people of America that
makes them think that war is good."
-Mike Pastore, sophomore.
I boarded the bus destined
for Washington D.C., along with
fifteen other Fairfield University
students, at midnight this past Friday. Also headed to Washington
were a number of other Fairfield
students who chose to drive down.
The bus was filled to capacity with
other adults determined to march
on Washington to show their discontent with the fighting in the
Middle East. We all supported the
idea that killing Iraqis is not the
way to peace.
"The war should be ended
soon," stated sophomore Maryann
Teegan. "There is no easy solution, but the fighting there isn't
going to make Saddam Hussein
pull out. It's a waste of lives and
money."
We arrived at Robert F.
Kennedy Stadium at 6:30 Saturday morning and walked to the
convention hall rented out to shelter some of the protesters. There,
Fairfield representatives relaxed in
a room full of people from Knoxville, Tennessee, Ithaca, and
Buffalo, among other regions of
the United States. We gathered
our strength and resolve in preparation for the march and rally.
A pre-march rally was held

on the Capitol Mall. On the way
there, a policeman stopped us to
tell us that holding up signs as we
crossed the front lawn of the Capitol could make us subject to arrest.
He mentioned something about
"neutral ground."
David Bue, the leader of
the local Coalition to Stop the War
in the Middle East, made a compromise by.agreeing to hold the
signs upside down, or just not up.
"This means we're not protesting,"
he explained, half-joking and halfconfused.
Once at the first rally, I
mingled with people from all different walks of life. Women held
signs stating, "No mother can hate
another mother," while an older

Sophomore Lisa DeRosa
couple walked by professing, "This
is a stupid war." Signs stating, "No commented, "It was amazing to be
blood for oil," "We support the with so many others who felt the
troops, we don't support their same way."
The march down Pennsylmission," "Get your priorities
straight - solve domestic problems vania Avenue began around 2:30.
first," "Bush: Do you still consider Policemen were numerous, and the
yourself pro-life?" and "Thou shalt White House was fully protected,
not kill" could be seen everywhere. with the police standing elbow to
Of course, there were many elbow, equipped with riot helmets
different signs: "What would hap- $fid night sticks. It was here that
pen if Kuwait exported broccoli?" j counter-protesters gathered. They
"The cost of one day in the Gulf held signs that asked for compascould pay 91,000 teachers." "How- sion and help for Kuwait citizens.
many males per gallon?" "Theend They were, however, few in numis near!" While no anti-war protest ber.
The march ended at the
would be complete without hippies, grandparents, college stu- Washington Monument with a
dents, and children, even a few rally for peace. First to speak were
a widow of a Vietnam soldier and
yuppies joined in.

a Vietnam veteran, followed by a
rap group which got the whole
crowd moving with its music. Jesse
Jackson spoke of the irrationality
of following "an eye for an eye and
a tooth for a tooth" mentality.
"It would leave us blind,
ugly, disfigured, and dead,"
Jackson told the cheering crowd.
Molly Year, president of
NOW, spoke next. She explained
that America, a country that speaks
of supporting democracy in other
countries, is actually supporting a
society that is very unfair. American women soldiers in Saudi Arabia must conform to the Moslem
tradition of being subordinate and
always covered.
Unfortunately, I, along with
some of the other Fairfield students who had stuck together, had
to leave at this point in order to be
back at our bus by 5:00. The tired
group from Fairfield arrived home
at 1:00 Sunday morning.
The Campaign for Peace in
the Middle East organized the
march and rally. Originally expecting about 75,000 people, between 250,000 and 300,000 showed
up.
Just about every type of activist group was represented, including Greenpeace, family support groups, and church groups.
But, in all fairness, I must mention
that groups of anarchists and communists had their own marches, as
well as people who supported the
legalization of marijuana, the impeachment of President Bush, and
an Iraqi victory.

"MURDER, SEX, SUSPENSE,
SURPRISES—SENSATIONAL!"
- Pal Collins, WWOR-TV

"GRIPPING!"
- Dennis Cunningham, WCBS-tV

"FIRST-RATE
THRILLER."
— Jeffrey Lyons,
SNEAK PREVIEWS/WESTWOOD
/

Feb. 1&3
GDNZAGA AUDITDRIUM
showings at 7&9pm
$3 © the door
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INNOCENT
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Fairfield Faces

Sweeney: A Man of Character
Julie Dietz
Staff Writer
Kyle Sweeney usually prefers to play characters that are very
different from himself. Yet, he admits that there are many similarities between himself and his latest
role of Willie in the upcoming
student production of "Drinks."
Both are non-conformists that
enjoy standing out in the crowd.
Kyle, who has been addicted to
acting since he first stepped on the
stage in eighth grade loves being in
the spotlight.
He's been involved with
many productions since he transferred to Fairfield from the University of Cincinnati last year.
"The Roar of the Greasepaint," a musical, gave him a start

in the theatrical sphere of Fairfield. He followed this with a
'slice of life' play about down and
out losers in a hotel in the play
"The Hot L Baltimore." Afterthat,
he had a role in the Agatha murder
mystery "Mousetrap." Kyle enjoyed this role very much, "it was
fun and challenging to play with
the British accent."
High on his list of favorite
roles was the Christmas production of "The Nativity" last December. The Old language style appealed to Kyle, who played the
roles of Noah and Herod.
' Kyle enjoyed the role of
Herod, "It's fun to play the bad guy
and get the chance to be evil for a
while." Presently, Kyle's extensive activities down at the Regina
A. Quick Center leave little free

time for anything else. Kyle has
big plans for the future, most of
which include involvement with
the theater.
Kyle says he came to Fairfield because his father is out here
but confesses that being closer to
New York is an added bonus.
Just this past week, Kyle had
an audition for New York University graduate school. The audition
included several speeches, a song
and an interview.
"Of course Broadway would
be great," Kyle says. He would
consider directing but admits, "I'd
much rather be up on stage."
Although an English major
and avid reader, he claims, "I don' t
have the patience to ever write
plays. I like to be active and in the
thick of things."

National College Poetry Contest open to all college students desiring to
have thier poetry anthologized. Cash prizes will be awarded the top five
poems. Deadline: March 31. For Contest Rules send stamped envelope to
International Publications, P.O. Boxz 440444-L, Los Angeles, CA 90044.
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Bodor's Bravura
(continued from p. 5)
-I want two New York Lotto tickets, I said to her.
She smiled. I got my tickets.
They held the drawing the next day. As you and I both know,
I was going to win. No doubt about it. So I made some plans. I called
a stock broker, and an accountant. I called some real estate agents in
the area. I stopped doing my homework. I called the registrar and
told them I would be dropping out.
I did all of this because there was no way I could lose. How
could these numbers, which were specifically sent to me from the
cosmos through a series of peculiar events (the number 27, for
example, appeared to me seven times over the course of the day-in
licence plates, on signs, everywhere) not be the winning numbers?
They couldn't be. I was going to win, and that was all there was to
it. I promised my friends a million each. I told AnnMarie Puckhaber
that I'd buy the Mirror. Life was going to be good.
They announced the numbers: 46,50,5,15,35,30. The supplementary number was 7.
I had all of them. One on each game I had played.
I re-registered for classes. I established plans with my
friends whereby I will pay them a dollar a day for one million days.
I fired my accountant and my stockbroker. I sold my Westport home.
But at least now I know where to get out of state lottery
tickets. Wait until next week. I'm going to play New York Lotto,
Connecticut Lotto, New Jersey Lotto, Rhode Island Lotto (even
though I here that one is pretty pitiful, barely a million), New
Hampshire Lotto...
And what numbers will I play? How about these: 27,27,27,
27, 27, and 27.

Free
Sbeech.
Get the AK£T Calling Card and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because
now when you get your free AWT Calling Card, you'll
get your first K-minute call tree'!'
With your AT&T Calling Card,
\ma
you can call from almost anywhere
m to anywhere. And you can keep
au sss m mi
your card, even if you move and
ssr t» sii js*s«m »
get a new phone number.

•A tJOO value for a ooast-to-coast Calling Card calL Applies to customer-dialed calls made during
the AT&T Night/Weekend calling period, Ilpm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and ilpm
Friday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and
when you call. Applications must be received by June 30,1991.

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Saver
Plus program, a whole package of products and services
designed to make a student's budget go farther;
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on
campus. Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.
XRS3T. Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

v_L
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Students Experience Homelessness First Hand
Claire St. Louis
Assistant Features Editor
Father Paul Carrier, Campus Ministry chaplain, wanted to
give Fairfield University students
"an experience of total immersion"
in a needy urban setting. So he
created a program called "urban
plunge." From January 9-14, fifteen students were to live in Bridgeport and work with the residents there.
But on January 9, the day
which was to be the program's
starting date, Fairfield County was
among other areas to be hit by a
major ice and snowstorm.
Fr. Carrier feared having to
cancel the project. He feared that
his student volunteers would not
be able to make it from their homes
to Bridgeport in the bad weather.
He would have understood if they
had canceled on them.
But on January 9, all fifteen
students showed up. And project
"urban plunge" was underway.
"Any of the students could
have easily copped out because of
the weather," Fr. Carrier said. "But
they didn't. They all came
through."
For six days, the fifteen
Fairfield University students stayed
at the Urban Retreat House of St.
Charles Rectory in Bridgeport. But
they did not confine their "urban
plunge" to the Urban Retreat
House. Their days were spent
working in various social agencies, ranging from a soup kitchen
to a prison.

The students were a bit
nervous about the program. They
were unsure of how readily the
residents of Bridgeport would
accept them. After all, they were
college students, living comparably more comfortable lives, coming into a community characterized by poverty and homelessness.
But the apprehensions which they
felt upon entering the program were
quickly replaced by enthusiasm for
the services they were performing
and the bonds they were creating.
"The residents loved having them," said Fr. Carrier. "They
did not resent the presence of the
students at all. As a result, the
students overcame their fears and
inhibitions. They really clicked
with each other and with the residents."
During one day of the program, the students visited Prospect
House, a homeless shelter in the
South End neighborhood of Bridgeport. The students were so
affected by the people there that
they have promised to visit them
regularly.
"They have adopted Prospect House," Fr. Carrier stated. "It
is a home for people who are in
between houses, jobs. The students have committed themselves
to go there every Sunday and play
poker with the residents."
This extension of the program was entirely the idea of the
students. They have made a deal
with the residents of Prospect
House: the residents supply the
playing cards, and the students

provide the doughnuts.
The "urban plunge" program has met with overwhelming
success. It will be run again next
year, with a new group of fifteen
students.
There is no lack of student

interest: students from this year's
program have not been able to stop
talking about it, and their friends
are already eager to sign up for
next year. In the meantime, this
year's crew is planning other service projects.

Around Campus

"This program is not a oneshot deal," Fr. Carrier explained.
"The students involved in it have
committed their lives. Serving
people is not something that you
can do for a week and then just
walk away from."

By Debra DeShong

What do you think about anti-war protesters?

Amy Schermerhorn '93 -1 fully
support all forms of non-violent
protest. Although I support the
soldiers, I strongly disagree with
the administration's policy of violence as a solution to all conflicts.

9<P*

Sean Murray '93 - War protests
as of now, I think are out of place.
They should be used to prevent
wars or put an end to an ongoing
war that's pointless. What's important now is that we support our
troops.

No. 5

Erin Kent '93 - Because we live in
America, we are granted the right
of free speech. I think that the
protesters have every legal right to
do what they are doing, although I
don't think that it shows support
for our troops. Even though the
protesters don' t believe in war, they
need to respect our troops just as
we Americans respect their right
to protest.

%>

59 Sandford Street, Fairfield
(near Railroad Station)

Pizza • Italian & Greek Specialties • Seafood • Appetizers
Hot Dogs • Hamburgers • Grinders • Clubs • Salads • Sodas

256-0844
Free Delivery
($5.00 minimum for delivery)

Beach Delivery for Fairfield Students ONLY
(Student I.D. needed)
15% Discount in In-Restaurant Purchases with Student I.D.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11 a.m. — 11 p.m.

Buy
2 Large
Pimas
Getl
Small Pizza

FREE
$14.00
tax included

Buy
3 Grinders

Buy
3Calwnes

Get FREE
Liter of
Soda

Get FREE
Liter of
Soda

Get
1 Gyro, an
Order of
French Fries,
&aCan
of Soda

$5.25
tax included

1 Large Pizza
1 Topping
$8.00
1 Medium Pizza
1 Topping
$6.00
1 Small Pizza
I Topping
$4.50
tax included
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THE CALDOR EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM
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Building
The Best Team.
Laura Gavey
Fairfield University '90
Assistant Buyer
Caldor, Inc.

At Caldor, Inc., we seek individuals whopossess the building blocks
of success. Initiative. Creativity.
Resolve. Flexibility. leadership.
To people displaying these characteristics, we offer our Executive
Training Program. Designedfor
those who want to excel in retailing, this program provides a
smooth transition from campus
life to our dynamic organization.
Join us and learn more about
how you can start building an
exciting future with a retailing
leader.
See you at Career Spectrum
January 31, 1991. Reminder:
We are on campus interviewing February 22, 1991. Drop
off your resume at The Career
Planning Center no later than
February 1, 1991.

Michele Horn
Fairfield University '88
Assistant Buyer
Merchandise Analyst
Caldor, Inc.

CALDOR
:^:i

An equal opportunity employer

Jim Kallio
Fairfield University '90
Assistant Buyer
Caldor, Inc.

Kim Page
Fairfield University '90
Merchandise Analyst
Caldor, Inc.
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Now's Our Chance
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Yolanda King warned students last week not to be
too laid back and told them to fight on the offensive and
not on the defensive for their rights.
Well it is time for Fairfield students to do just that.
Students are being given a unique opportunity by the Long
Range Planning Committee to have their opinions, ideas,
and concerns heard at a series of open meetings next
month.
This year the Planning Committee brought us the
Regina A. Quick Center, the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola, and Dolan Campus. Many issues surrounding
these changes on campus were hidden from the students
body until it was too late to do anything about them. There
are undoubtedly many new plans in the works for the
future of the University and this time we can get our two
cents in while it still counts.
Fairfield students are always on the defensive when
it comes to student-administration relations. This is not
the way it has to be however. If we raise the key issues and
questions first, the administration will have no choice but
to face the issues and act on them, as well as answer our
questions.
Are freshmen wings permanent on our campus?
Are there any plans for new residence halls or additional
townhouses? Is the curriculum going to be updated in the
near future? Is the University Capital Campaign complete
or is there any part of it still remaining?
These are all question that we as students have a
right to ask, as well as a right to express our opinions about.
We should not wait for changes to be made before
speaking up. We should be the ones making the changes
or preventing changes from taking place.
Do not look a gift horse in the mouth. It is not often
that we are invited to participate in making plans for the
University. If we do not take advantage of this opportunity
now, it may never be offered again.
Editor In Chief AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor Christina Hennessy
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Sports Editor Tom Maguire
Assistant Sports Editor Tom O'Reilly
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the Editor:

Campus Ministry to sponsor speaker on equality in the Church.
To the Editor:
I would like you and your
readers to be aware of the comments which I made at Mass this
past weekend, which I address to
the entire Fairfield University community.
For almost three years,
Campus Ministry has worked to
help build a community of faith
that was inclusive and sensitive to
women. It is deeply hurtful when
the facts that support this are either

forgotten or ignored.
We are the Church, a Church
always in need of reform. In a
University community of learners,
we do well to be committed to
hearing all parties before making
judgments.
We are here together in Christian community for healing mutual
empowerment to service, not to
hurt or alienate each other.
In an effort to continue the
discussion of the important issue
of women in the Church, and to

give everyone an opportunity to
reflect and share together, we have
invited the noted feminist woman
psychologist Sidney Callahan to
speak on Thursday, February 28,
at 7 p.m. in the Egan Chapel of St.
Ignatius Loyola. Her topic will be
"Men and Women in the Church Equality?"
We invite everyone to participate in this forum.
Paul E. Carrier, S.J.
Director .Campus Ministry

AAUP Chair addresses the role of women in the Church.
To the Editor:

situation that did not allow circumvention, however, his methPaula Oddis resigned her ods and those of Ms. Oddis difchaplaincy, and yet another search fered vis a vis the manner of dealhas been organized to fill the role ing with the restrictions placed on
of woman chaplain at Fairfield Uni- women's (nonordained) role in
church ceremonies.
versity.
The dedication brought to
Why do the women leave?
In 1897, Ednah D. Cheney, light the insitutional sexism that is
an American philosopher, gave an a sinful structure in the church.
address entitled "The Reign of Women can no longer remain siWomanhood". She began with a lent in its presence. Five men and
passage alluding to the origin of no women on an altar speaks louder
men and women, both created in than might any words of appeasement.
the image of God.
The student's role in organLater in her speech, she
remarked that "even now it is felt izing and conducting their silent
that the presence of women dese-. vigil is to be acknowledged and
crates many of the holy places of praised. You truly "took up the
the church, and, while the virgin is cross" in addressing what you
honored, and saints and martyrs believed to be structural injustice,
are objects of prayer and devotion, and you did so with restraint, with
the human, living mother is not dignity, and with reverence.
Whatever one's belief as to
received into the active service and
the merits of your position, you
honors of the church."
Have things changed very were engaging in an activity that
should be highly valued in a unimuch?
Father Paul Carrier stated versity community.
Your inquiry and critical
that there are different methods of
addressing issues of injustice in analysis of long held beliefs rather
the church. As long as he was able than blind acceptance of their shaky
to "get around the rules" and allow tradition is the ultimate value of a
Ms. Oddis to fill roles normally liberal arts tradition.
The Bishop must hear the
denied women in the Catholic
Church, things functioned strength of your silent call for
equity, and must know that a prosmoothly.
His sensitivity to women's test will await his every visit until
issues during that time was appar- he distinguishes between the teaching of Jesus and the tradition of an
ent, and commendable.
When confronted with a exclusive priesthood.

Father Carrier proposed that
the Bishop be invited to a series of
open hearings on women's issues.
That's a start. Revising the makeup of Campus Ministry to be
more gender-equal is an important
area of reform, and one that can't
begin soon enough.
And wouldn't it be nice to
establish a Visiting Professor as a
means of bringing women theologians to campus.
Although our department
of Religious Studies has attempted
to convince the administration of
the necessity of another tenure
track position, it has not been
granted, and we are left with the
embarrassing reality of an all male
department, despite the fact that
more than half of the students at
Fairfield are women.
Those are the beginnings,
but somewhere, and sometime
soon, the Jesuits will need to take a
stand and confront the issue of
sexism in the church directly, with
their actions as well as their words.
If Christ expected both
women and men to carry on his
message of salvation, then women
must hear his call addressed to
them.
Joan Flietas
Committee W Chair
Editor's note: The AAUP is the
American Association of University Professors.

Fairfield grad speaks out against Gulf war, proposes peace.
To the Editor:
After reading several articles pertaining to the Persian
Gulf War in last week's Mirror
and considering the general attitude they reflected, I was greatly
disturbed not only by the lack of
Christian sensitivity on this Jesuit
campus, but by the acceptance of
war as a viable resolution of differences between nations.
We need not and must not
accept war as part of our human
experience. War is, as the Pope
stated, human failure.
Alternatives are never
simple and present us with serious
challenges, but Christ directed us
to "struggle to get in through the
narrow door" (Lk 13.24).
In the words of the National

Council of the Churches of Christ,
"As Christians in the U.S. we must
witness against weak resignation
to the illogical pursuit of militarism and war."
"We must witness to our
belief in the capacity of human
beings and human societies to seek
and achieve reconciliation" (Message 21.11.90).
To persevere in this belief,
in hope and in love is our individual corporate Christian vocation
as members of the body of Christ.
This transcends the perceived "national vocation" of the
U.S. to police the world and impose its own hypocritical sense of
justice upon others.
In spite of the flag waving
and banner bearing, there is simply
no political boundary that defines

any one nation above others as a
chosen People of God.
The teachings of Jesus supercede the fervor of nationalism
and necessarily link us to a life
devoted to Christ's prime directive, which mandates love of our
brothers and sisters throughout the
world.
That includes Allied and
Iraqi forces alike, all pro and con
demonstrators on Capitol Hill, and
all who lift up our spirits in prayer
to the one God we name Yahweh
or Allah.
Let us work for peace
through just means as we act upon
that which we hold true as creations of our God. May the peace of
Christ be with us all.
Carolyn Kost, '90

Student warns others against drinking and driving.
To the Editor:
At the moment, many
people can't think of anyone more
barbaric and irresponsible than
Saddam Hussein. But unfortunately, there are thousands of
people out there just as bad.
This past Sunday night, I
was introduced to such a person.
Minutes before I was to
leave for the beach (by taxi) with
some friends, I received a call from
one of my best friends attending a
college on the west coast.

He told me that he was crossing an intersection with another
one of my good friends who was
visiting, when a drunk driver decided he didn't want to wait for the
next green light.
He went through the red
light and struck my friend, carrying him for almost fifty feet before
finally dumping him in the street.
He suffered numerous injuries,
including what may be a severed
spinal cord.
My friend will have to live
with this for the rest of his life. But

the driver, meanwhile, will be
sentenced to maybe five years in
prison, of which he will probably
serve only one or two years before
being paroled.
So for those of you who
have read this (or have read of
other incidents like it) and are still
going to get behind the wheel of a
car while intoxicated, do us all a
favor and drive yourself into the
nearest cement wall before you
kill somebody else.
Vic Smith, '94
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The chance we've all been waiting for
The administration wants to know what we think?
Wait a minute, there must he some mistake.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
Don' t look now, but guess
what the administration is up to
this time?
No. They didn't raise
tuition again, and they haven't
banned bottled water from the
townhouses- not yet, anyway.
Believe it or not, the
administration has finally decided
to give students a say in what goes
on around this place.
Now wait. I know what
you're thinking- what's the catch?
It must be one of those Tiennenmen Square deals where they want
to get us together in one place so
they can get rid of us all at once,
right?
Maybe. But if they
wanted to do that they could've
gotten us all a long time ago with
Philly cheese steaks and egg rolls
over at Seilers.
No. Oddly enough, this
time the administration seems to
have finally done something right.
Kindbf scary, huh?
When we returned from
break, we all had letters in our
mailboxes from our dear friend,
Robert Stepsis, (you remember,
the reading day guy) about the upcoming public hearings of the Long

Range Planning Committee.
But don't let the officiallooking three page letter or the
fancy name fool you, this committee isn't the usual administration
snow-job designed to make the
University look good while keeping student input to a minimum
(ala the University Council).
These hearings are our
chance to finally tell the administration where it can go, so to speak.
That's right, they want to know
what we think about where Fairfield University is headed (hmm,
that should be an easy one) and
where we think it should be headed
in the future.
Of course, they've never
been interested in anything we've
ever had to say, so I know this is all
a bit new. But we can't let this rare

opportunity pass us by.
Think about it for a minute. We actually get to tell the
administration what we think without having to march all the way up
to Bellarmine and chant outside
Fr. Kelley's office.
There are no excuses for
not showing up at the hearings.
First of all, there are four of themthe first two for students only, and
two more for students, faculty
members, and anybody else who
has anything to say.
And if public speaking
isn't your thing, don't worry. You
can submit your proposals to the
committee in writing, and still go
to the hearings to listen to and
support other students.
It's time for the students
of Fairfield to put up or shut up.
This is the chance we've
all been waiting for. So sign-up in
the Campus Center, and give these
guys an earful about freshman
housing, or registration, or the
beach, or the library, or the Chapel,
or one of the other ugly buildings
on campus, or Student Services, or
banning kegs at the townhouses...
After all, can we really
complain that the University never
listens to us if- when they tell us
they're listening- we pretend that
we don't have anything to say?

The media, waging its own war
over Operation Desert Storm
Joseph M. Labella
Staff Writer
The war in the Gulf has
given the media an opportunity to
release a barrage of news upon the
ever-impressionable American
public.
And in its coverage of this
crisis, the media has created yet
another.
The media has its own war
to wage. Its battleground, the
American public; its weapons,
constant reports on the what-ifs,
the what fors, and the what abouts
of the war in the Gulf.
The networks seem to have
placed every ex-military person
and military expert on the their
payrolls to give us their expertise
on the situation. These armchair
generals can accurately predict the
tactics the allied forces might be
using against Iraq.
Unfortunately, the role of
the news media is not so much to
inform but to entertain. And most
of the so-called "information" it
reports are reruns, such as the
SCUD by SCUD coverage of
missile attacks on Israel and Saudi
Arabia which made many people
very fearful on the basis of little
information.
The media generals- Jen-

nings, Brokaw and Rather- give
reports on what is happening,
always adding the disclaimer that
the reports they've given are unconfirmed, leading more to confusion than information.
One reporter stated that
nerve gas had been used in a SCUD
missile attack on Israel, and another reported that the Israelis had
retaliated for this attack. Five
minutes later, both reports were
retracted.
This media circus does a
disservice to all.
Recently, ABC anchorman,
Peter Jennings, hosted a special on
the concerns children have about
the war. True, children should be
consulted on what is going on, but
only on a case by case basis.
Otherwise many children
may become needlessly scared
about what all the adults are talking about.
A special program where
children can call an 800 number to
air their problems is not the answer.
B ut remember, the networks
don't want to provide answers.
They are interested in getting
people to tune in, and children are
their biggest potential audience.
I'msuretheycan'twaituntil
casualties mount, so they can flash

the faces of soldiers across the
screen, along with their names and
the ages of all their children.
The networks have already
begun this emotional pornography
by airing taped interviews with
allied POW's, filmed by Iraqi television as a terror tactic in violation
of both United Nations and Red
Cross rules on the treatment of
prisoners of war.
Surely, the media has a responsibility to inform the American public. But because accurate
information cannot be generated
in a matter of seconds (especially
in time of war), a lag results- a
problem which the networks refuse to recognize.
Instead, they continue to
bombard us with endless filler
while they wait for some real information to filter in.
The media can save face
only by showing its face less often.
It must begin to concentrate on
disseminating so-called information to the public, instead of trying
to get the most shock-value out of
the news.
Secretary of Defense, Dick
Cheney, said it best.
"The military operation
underway," he said, "is very serious, and must not be reported as if
it were a college basketball game."

The Long Range Planning Committee will hold public
hearings in the Oak Room on the following dates:
For students only:
Wednesday, February 6 - 3:00- 6:00 p.m.
Thursday, February 7 - 7:00-10:00 p.m.
For all members of the University community:
Wednesday, February 13 - 3:00- 6:00 p.m.
Thursday, February 14 - 7:00-10:00 p.m.

SIGN UP TO SPEAK UP IN THE CAMPUS CENTER
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WHAT CAN FUSA
REALLY DO NOW THAT
PLAYTIME IS OVER
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
This week, democracy made a brief stop-over at Fairfield with the
election of Brian Hayes as FUSA president.
And though many students are still all giddy from their little
exercise in democracy, the question remains whether or not the election
will really mean anything at all.
In the big preelection debate, Hayes- formerly Senate presidentsaid that the purpose of the FUSA's legislative branch is to "pass bills
for the betterment of the students." Sounds good, but does FUSA really
have that kind of power?
It all looks good (for the University) on paper- all that stuff in the
handbook about FUSA being, "Fairfield's official undergraduate student government," and all. But the fact is that FUSA isn't really a
government at all. It is (as it's name more than implies) a student
association.
Sure, it's got a three-branch structure, but FUSA's so-called
legislature doesn't even pass any real legislation. It passes "resolutions"
asking the administration to please do this or that, but has no real power
to back up these recommendations.
Likewise, FUSA has no power to override the decisions of the administration, and is, in fact, completely overridden by the administration.
Like just about everything else around here, the relationship
between FUSA and the administration is of the parent-child variety, with
students treated like children by an administration that doesn't trust us
with any real power, and therefore doesn't give us any.
But why worry about such minor little details. After all, the
elections were so much fun. The candidates got to get all dressed up.
And we all got to play with the voting machines and pretend we were
doing something important.
Not to mention, FUSA sounds a lot better than FUSG (Fairfield
University Student Government). Heck, I'm not even sure how we'd
pronounce that.
And besides, maybe president Hayes can sign-up for one of those
time slots at the Long Range Planning Committee hearings and ask the
administration if he could please have some real power.
You never know, maybe he can bring democracy back to Fairfield
for an encore performance.

On the Soapbox
What does it mean to
support the troops?
Dr. Kevin J. Cassidy
Guest Columnist
"We have to support the
troops." "We have to keep up
their morale; they're fighting for
us." These are comments I hear
from some people who are otherwise opposed to the war. They're
reluctant to act against the war
because of their feelings for those
who are fighting it.
I disagree. I believe that
if I don't oppose this war, then I
am a party to the government's
decision to risk the lives of our soldiers. If I don't oppose the war, I
am saying it's alright with me if our citizens are sent to die in the desert.
The way / can support the troops is to demand that they not
fight and die in a war that should never have been declared in the first
place. For me, supporting them means insisting that this war that is
threatening them be ended immediately.
That's what the members of the Vietnam Veterans Against the
War did in that conflict. They did it because ofthe troops. That's what
some members of American military families are doing right now
through their own organizations.
It has become clearer that our government never really wanted
a negotiated settlement to this crisis. It wanted to use its overwhelming
military power to impose its will and rid the region of Saddam Hussein
in the process.
It won't work because the real problems in the region are
political and can't be solved by military means. These problems,
including the rights of Palestinians and the security of Israel, can only
be resolved in the context of a regional agreement that provides
guarantees to all the parties.
Without U.S. support for such a settlement, extremists like
Saddam Hussein will continue as heroes to many Arabs and antiAmerican rage will grow and grow.
I will support the troops by demanding an immediate ceasefire and insisting that negotiations begin now toward a regional peace
settlement. This is not "caving in to a dictator." Such a conference has
been proposed for years and by a variety of nations and international
institutions.
Without such a negotiated agreement, we will be forever
sending our brothers and sisters, our neighbors and friends, to die
because of our government's arrogance and pride.
Is that supporting the troops?
Dr. Cassidy is an Associate Professor in the Politics Department.
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Administration should focus Reflections on the
on students, not Just alcohol
war in the Gulf
Jennifer Benson
Staff Writer
With the University strictly
enforcing the alcohol policy, students might wonder what other options are available for spending
their weekends at Fairfield.
This past weekend was the
second weekend in which carding
took place at the townhouses, encouraging many students to flock
to the beach or drink in their dorm
rooms.
Some of the student body
took advantage of the movie sponsored by FUSA and the basketball
game this weekend, but what other
outlets are there?
The fact that college students
drink, is a reality that the University has not come to grips with. In
trying to control the drinking (an
issue that does not appear to be as
threatening as on other campuses)
the University is increasing problems.
The weekends are a time for
students to socialize with the other
members of the University, and it
is during parties that Fairfield stu-

dents interact with each other forming the closeness that is characteristic of Fairfield University.
Instead, the administration
chooses to focus on the issue of
alcohol and not student relations.
Not everyone that goes to the
townhouses or other parties gets
drunk, and as stated by other students previously in The Mirror, it
is very difficult to do so when you
have such a large ratio of people to
one keg.
The freshmen have just ended
their first semester and hopefully
fewer alcohol related incidents will
occur. However, this year's freshmen class has not had as many
opportunities to learn from the upperclassmen's mistakes due to the
all freshmen wings.
By excluding freshmen from
the townhouses along with the
others who are under 21, those
freshmen who still want to get
drunk will continue to do so behind the closed doors of their
rooms.
Students who want to drink
are going to and the new environment created by the University

alcohol policy will be one with
more people drinking large
amounts of alcohol in their rooms.
How healthy is it to sit in a
room, become intoxicated, and pass
out?
This is a dangerously monotonous environment, but when
those of us who are under 21 can
not go to the townhouses or do not
want to deal with the harassment
from the police at the beach, what
else is to be expected from someone who wants to drink.
There are approximately
3,000 students attending Fairfield.
There may always be a select few
who handle their alcohol negatively
but this is true with almost anything. Maturity comes to the freshmen by interacting with upperclassmen who have experienced college.
Next year don't be surprised
when no one wants to live at the
townhouses and the number of
incidents with the Fairfield police
send the Mayor of Fairfield knocking on Father Kelley's door demanding he take some responsibility for the University students.

Equality, time for the Church to
start practicing what it preaches
A.J. Mancini
Staff Writer
The Second Vatican Council addressed many problems
plaguing the Roman Catholic
Church. Unfortunately, however,
it neglected to address one very
important issue which plagues the
Church to this day- sexism.
Presently, the Church is
run predominantly by men. The
Pope, as well as all cardinals, bishops, and priests, etc., are male.
The question is, where are the
women?
Of course, there are many
women who serve the Church as
nuns, eucharistic ministers, and the
like. But, in the hierarchy of the
church, there are no women to be
seen. And in that women are not
allowed to become priests, they
are largely prevented from having
any major importance in the
Church.
Nuns- as do priests- make
a sacred commitment to God. They

too pledge poverty, chastity, and
obedience, as well as serve the
church in any way they can. But
when it comes to saying Mass or
consecrating the Eucharist, they
are forced to take a back seat to
priests.
Why?
Nuns and priests make
similar commitments to the
Church, yet they are not equal.
The most distressing aspect of this
is that it is not coincidental. The
male-oriented Church has strived
to keep it that way, much to the
dismay of women.
Having attended a Catholic
grammar school for nine years, I
had daily contact with nuns, priests,
and lay men and women serving
the Church. From what I saw, men
had more of a "place" in the church
than did women, but I didn 't argue.
I took it for granted that that was
just the way it was.
Now, however, I realize that
there is no reason why women
should not be treated equally in the

Church, sharing the same privileges and responsibilities in the
Church as men.
It seems only fair.
I'm not screaming for
major reform within the Church. I
am just asking that the Church
practice what it preaches. After
all, we are reminded every Sunday
that we are all created equal. Yet,
we are told this by a man, since
women are not allowed to do so.
This seems a bit hypocritical.
Eve was created out of the
rib of Adam- essentially a part of
Adam, and Adam a part of her.
Why should we ignore the fact that
God created both in his image and
likeness by not granting women
this equality within the Church?
In order for the Catholic
Church to expand and serve the
needs of its people, it must abandon its outdated, male-chauvinist
ways, and realize that men and
women, alike, should be able to
participate not only as followers,
but also as leaders of the Church.

Jeffery Wacker
Contributing Writer
Before the January 15 deadline for war I wondered, having not yet
lived during a time of war, what life would be like back here in the United
States. Two weeks later, I am struck by the success of the largest airborne
campaign in history.
It is unfortunate that there have been any losses of allied men, but,
for so few planes to have been lost is remarkable. Such an incredible
amount of data must be processed to plan and control an air campaign as
massive as the one currently underway, that it escapes comprehension.
After the first day, in which over one thousand sorties had been
flown against Iraq, only three allied aircraft had been lost- a remarkable
performance. Since then, the allied forces have flown thousands more
sorties with a comparable degree of success.
It is, I presume, largely beause of the low casualty rate and
apparent near flawlessness of the operation to date that the war still
seems to ejoy such a high degree of support from the American public.
What little protesting there is has been dwarfed by the staggering
support of the war. Polls show that 85 percent of Americans support
President Bush's handling of the situation, and over 90 percent support
the American troops in Saudi Arabia.
However, the cost of the Gulf war is staggering as well.
Each aircraft shot down will cost anywhere from ten to thirty
million dollars to replace. Likewise, each sortie flown against Iraq
delivers (on average) four bombs, each costing as much as $ 100,000. All
of this, to say nothing of the fuel, parts, and manpower costs which may
be incurred.
And there are many questions yet to be answered as well.
Why has Iraqi-resistance been so sparse, and when present at all,
so ineffective? Will air power alone be sufficient to dislodge Saddam
Hussein's army from Kuwait? How successful would a ground campaign be?
And what will happen should Saddam Hussein somehow be able
to reassert himself and impose high casualties on an allied ground
offensive?
The list of questions continues on indefinitely, but one thing is
certain- these events and the ones that follow will inexorably change the
way we live, travel and spend our money in the future.
Arab sentiment towards Americans will be different, the fear of
terrorism will influence our destinations, and defense contractors' high
technology weaponry will be viewed differently after it succeeds or fails
on the battlefield.
The times we live in are historic. The success and magnitude of
the Allied operation is amazing. And as I witness it all, I can't help but
wonder what Mike Dukakis would have done through all this if he were
president.
Thank God he isn't.

Quoted This Week
"I will always stand up for the students."
-Brian Hayes, FUSA President, at last Thursday evening's debate between himself and his opponent Anne Norton.
"Draft Quayle first."
-on a sign displayed during last Saturday's march on
Washington against the war in the Gulf.
"Be a patriot, not a scud."
-chanted by supporters of Operation Desert Storm at
passing peace marchers last weekend in front of the White House.
"I missed it."
-Scott Norwood, Buffalo Bills' kicker, asked, "What
happened?" after a missed field goal in the final seconds of the
game led to a 1-point (20-19) Superbowl loss to the Giants.

Ski Club Calendar
Feb. 23 — Okemo Day Trip
Mar. 11-18 — Park City, Utah

For more information call:

Pam or Cheryl 256-0578..
watch for next meeting!!!
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Fairfield, bridging the gap between its students
But for others, the CE program is a more substantial and
versatile degree program. Many
of us who are completing our
undergraduate work can do so
through the Continuing Education
undergraduate studies program.
I am concerned that the interplay between our schools remains
limited, with little flexibility for
students from either school to 'hop
the fence' to take advantage of
opportunities in the other.
CE students may enroll for
undergraduate daytime classes on
a "space available" basis, about a
month after general registration for
the undergraduates takes place.
Our delayed CE registration allows for some day classes which
might otherwise have reached the
minimum required enrollment to
close without even being offered
to us.
Several CE students have expressed their frustration to me when
upper level courses they need have
been canceled. Cancellation often
happens close enough to the beginning of the term that it becomes
difficult to register for an alterna-

James B. Luton

Contributing Writer
A winding pathway leads to
the newly opened chapel, and the
offices of the School of Continuing Education recently moved to
Dolan Hall. Yet the architecture at
Fairfield is still incomplete.
We need to build a new bridge
that will span the gap between the
undergraduate and the Continuing
Education programs at our University.
The School of Continuing
Education has a lot to offer to
people who wish to gain necessary
course credit, change careers, progress in their present business, or
broaden their knowledge.
"The certificate programs
(offered through Continuing Education) can give people a boost in
their present careers, letting them
up-grade their positions," said Pam
Curry, counselor at the Continuing
Education office. "Many of our
instructors actually work in the
field they teach. Students get a feel
for the specifics behind the theory."

tive course.
On the other side, undergraduates do not even know the
CE schedule when they register
for their classes. Even if they did,
undergraduate students would have
to get special permission from their
dean to enter any CE class.
Continuing Ed students find
themselves constrained by the
number of credits they are allowed
to take each semester. While
undergraduates expect to take at
least twelve credits a semester, and
usually carry fifteen, the Continuing Ed students can take no more
than twelve credits a semester.
These limitation make CE
students feel less involved, almost
like second class citizens at Fairfield. We have a wide range of
backgrounds and experiences to
offer in and out of the classroom. I
Some simple changes in
policy would allow more flexibility for undergraduate students,
while still providing the strong
liberal arts education they seek.
The means exist to build stronger
relationships between both programs and their students while still

allowing the programs to remain
intact. A simple proposal might
provide some solutions:
-Overlap CE registration with
the last days of undergrad registration, preventing unnecessary cancellation of classes while still giving undergraduates priority.
-Allow more flexibility to
undergraduate students who want
to take night classes or take an
elective not offered in their program, while complying with the
specifications of their liberal arts
education.
-Permit CE students to take
at least fifteen credits a semester,
with possible course-load restrictions for those with low QPA's.
-Authorize undergraduates to
expedite their studies by electing,
not petitioning, to take available
summer classes, providing these
students supply their own offcampus housing.
-Form a joint committee
comprised of faculty, administration and students from both the
undergraduate and CE programs
to discuss an agenda which would
re-coordinate the registration proc-

ess and implement any approved
procedural changes.
This proposal would allow
undergraduates to learn from practitioners, getting a feel for the 'real'
world which awaits them, expanding the concept of their liberal arts
education.
Its implementation would necessitate neither structural changes
nornewresources. Thisplanopens
CE courses as electives for undergraduates while correcting the
registration logistical problems for
CE and undergraduate students.
Finally, the proposal would create
a more cohesive environment,
spanning both student communities.
The School of Continuing
Education and the undergraduate
program at Fairfield, while remaining separate, should be able to
combine their individual resources,
enabling students to choose a more
individualized learning program.
Completing this bridge
would expand students' options,
continue the high quality of education, and at the same time, bring a
new sense of unity to our campus.
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what the admissions office LOOKS
for in grad school applicants.
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Obviously they want the best and the bright• est, which would explain the Hawaiian shirt.
They want " the students who stand out—the kind of students
who have attended The Ronkin Educational Group's Grad Bound
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you how to score high on the LSAT, GMAT or GRE, but shows you
how to write academic resumes and personal statements that get
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Gibson Gives an Outstanding Performance

Can You Justify
"Justify My Love"

Tony Germinario
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
To be or not to be... Hamlet?
That was the question that Mel Gibson asked himself when approached for the starring role in
Shakespeare's world famous play
of the same name. Whether to
suffer the slings and arrows of
outrageous critics. Luckily for
audiences across the nation, Gibson took the part and to his own
self was true. (Ok. That's quite
enough for the Shakespeare quotes.
I just thought I would throw out a
few quick lines to make my English teachers proud.)
In a most daring production,
"Hamlet" is brought back to the
screen by filmmaker Franco Zeffirelli, the man who has also
brought us classic versions of
Shakespeare's "The Taming of the
Shrew" and "Romeo and Juliet."
Nearly 400 years after being written, the play still captures the interests of the masses, as will this film.
Gibson stars as Hamlet, perhaps the most revered theatrical
role of all time, and Glenn Close
also stars as Gertrude, his impassioned mother. The rest of the cast
features Alan Bates as Claudius,
Paul Scofield as the Ghost of
Hamlet's father, Ian Holm as Polonius, and Helena Bonham-Carter
as Ophelia.
I mention the cast first because it was their excellent performances that made this film so
enjoyable. "Hamlet" has been
performed thousands of times and
has also been put onto film quite a
few times. However, Zeffirelli's
"Hamlet" has breathed new life
into the piece. By making such a

Brian P. Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Mel Gibson stars in title role of "Hamlet."
film and by capturing the full pas- the film's audience.
Close's performance is
sion of the work, new audiences
will be reached and many more equally outstanding in the role of
people will be able to see Gertrude. Being the premiere actress of our time, she was perfect
Shakespeare's brilliance.
Zeffirelli follows closely to forthe casting of Hamlet's mother.
the original text, but brings a new While her role is not very big, it is
feel to it. He shows the modernity vital to the film. Close's physical
of Hamlet. He is simply a troubled acting and facial expressions show
man who is torn between his love her gradual transition as she realfor his mother and his father. He izes the horror of her life and of her
cannot decide what to do or when mistakes.
Finally, I must mention the
to do it, which turns out to be a
performance given by Helena
universal theme. ~
Originally, the casting of Bonham-Carter. You've probably
Gibson as Hamlet was scorned. It never heard of her, but after this
was thought that an actor of his film you will. Her portrayal of
experience and exposure from the Ophelia was very memorable, most
Lethal Weapon series would only especially the loss of her sanity
hinder the film's legitimacy. after her father dies. She really
However, his popularity works in loses it.
Well, if you can' t tell by now,
the film's favor. Gibson is a well
known face, but his dramatic train- I highly recommend this film. If
ing was rooted in Shakespeare, you've ever read the play, you're
having performed extensively in bound to enjoy it and if you are
classical theater (including "Henry supposed to read it but don't have
IV", "Oedipus", and "Hamlet"), as the time, this is an excellent adaphis brilliant portrayal of Hamlet tation.
That's it for this week. Until
and his desperate struggle shows.
His recognizability can only add to next time, I'll see you at the flix!

To Master
The New MCAT
You'll Need:
a.) Comprehensive science, reasoning, reading and
writing review for the New MCAT
b.) Test-taking strategies to.fit the new format
c.) Live classroom prep with the experts
d.) Personal attention
e) Practice tests which review hundreds of questions
and explanations on self-paced audio tapes
f.) Individual review 7 days a week
g.) New home study materials
h.) Or all of the above from someone who has helped
thousands get into medical school every year
Call Stanley H. Kaplan today to reserve a place in class.
Everyone else has.
Preparation for the MCAT begins Feb. 12.
Call 789-1169

| STANLEY H. KAPLAN

J=s Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

For More Information, Call 800-KAP-TEST

The fact that Fox Television's
"A Current Affair" aired Madonna's
Christmas video release, "Justify My
Love," should have been enough for
MTV to ban it.
Admittedly, I've not seen the
video in its entirety. But the portions
that I have seen have depicted what
looks like a practically naked Madonna (what else is new?), anal sex
and masturbation. Nothing wrong here.
Furthermore, in one line of the song Madonna sings, speaks
and/or moans (what's the difference?) the words: "I'm open/ I'm
ready/I'm waiting/For you/to Justify my love...." Wow! I need a
cigarette.
Despite all of these things that parents don' t want their children
seeing or hearing, MTV should not have banned the video. They
should have limited its showing to more adult viewing hours, say,
between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m.
By banning the video, they gave the song more publicity and
allowed Warner Brothers to come up with the term "video single"
just in time for the Holidays. Now, anyone who wants to shell out
$10 can watch "Justify My Love" in the privacy of their own home.
I hear they even offer a cold drink for afterwards in the deal.
As usual, Madonna revels in this "negative publicity." The
song was the first number one of 1991 and Madonna, once again, is
fondling herself all the way to the bank.
AND IN THE NEWS... ABC's Monday night programming
featured all new excitement with the absence of Monday Night
Football: The Seventh Annual American Music Awards hosted by
"In Living Colour's" Keenan Ivory Wayans.
I will have more on how pathetic the show was next week. For
now, here are some of the major winners:
FAVORITE POP/ROCK MALE ARTIST: Phil Collins
FAVORITE POP/ROCK FEMALE ARTIST: Janet Jackson
FAVORITE POP/ROCK BAND, DUO OR GROUP: Aerosmith
FAVORITE POP/ROCK ALBUM: Phil Collins,"... But Seriously"
FAVORITE POP/ROCK NEW ARTIST: Vanilla Ice
I will have the rest of the winners next week.

The Fairfield University Deal

One Dollar Off Any Purchase
of Footlong or Large Salad w/coupon

«SUB
One Coupon per Person
Good at participating stores only
Not good with any other offer. Good until 2-38-91

1996 Post Road
Fairfield
254-0321

pi"

k.

1900 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield
334-3336

COUPON
ONE DOLLAR OFF ANY
FOOTLONG
OR
LARGE SALAD

COUPON
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Woody Allen's Latest, "Alice," is Awkward
An Unsuccessful Experiment Combining Wit and Wisdom

Patrick McCarthy
Staff Writer
Woody Allen's latest picture,
"Alice," which opened Christmas
Day at the Loews Fine Arts in New
York City and goes into widespread
release soon, is an odd, often
awkward blend of Allenesque wit
and wisom; a droll, New Age sermon. The film finds Allen back on
his familiar stalking ground, observing the pampered Manhattan
intellegentsia.
In 1977, Woody Allen, the
comic genius that gave us riotious
classics like "Bana"has" and
"Sleeper" proved himself capable
of artistry by delivering one of the
finest films of the decade, "Annie
Hall," a hilarious and deeply
moving romance. The film netted
four Oscars, including one for the
Best Director.
By this time, Allen announced, he had grown weary of
producing zany, gag-filled romps;
they presented no challenge for
him. He had become a fine director, and he wanted to experiment.
And experiment he did. His
following films ranged from the
dazzling phony documentray
"Zelig," to shameless but brilliant
homages to his cinematic idols,
Ingmar Berman ("Interiors") and
Federico Felllini ("Stardust Memories") to his mature study of a New
York family, the Oscar-winning
"Hannah and Her Sisters."
His post-"Annie Hall" work

<&&
was not without laughs; Allen's
unique brand of humor was always
present. But Woody proved he
could effectively mix his sardonic
wit and sentimental temperment
with his penchant for the more
grevious aspects of the human
condition; sex, moraltiy, human
relationships, marriage and death
were amoung his new favorite
topics.
Allen continues this experimentation, somewhat unsuccessfully, with "Alice."
Mia Farrow (of course) stars
as Alice, and her wonderland is
New York City's Upper West Side.
Hers is a posh existence; she
has a huge apartment, a handsome
husband (William Hurt) and two
beautiful children. But she also
suffers a nagging discontent about
her life of shopping sprees and
pedicures, symbolized by her per-

sitent back pain.
An unorthodox Chinatown
doctor (the late Keye Luke) delivers a panacea in the form of a
variety of bizarre pills (one makes
Alice invisible, one makes her
amorous, etc.) that prompt her to
objective self-analysis. She begins to see how far she's strayed
from the Catholic beliefs of her
girlhood and to recognize the
emptiness of her life.
The movie has some wonderful stretches. There is a magical moment where the normally
reserved Alice comes on like a
sexual dynamo to a bewildered
jazz musician (Joe Mantegna), and
another when she innocently confronts him with the details of his
previous night's tryst with his exwife (which she has watched while
invisible.)
But most of the sequences
/-don't come off. Some of them
have such great potential that one
is disappointed by what Allen does
with them. The scene where Alice
and her ghost-lover (Alec Baldwin) take a midnight flight over
the Manhattan skyline comes off
as surprisingly limp and uninvolving.
Allen seems unsure of what
to do with his picture. After last
year's sober "Crimes and Misdemeanors," he was wont to deliver a
slighter, more humorous film.
But, though "Alice" has more
gags than recent Allen pictures, he
has not yet lost his chokehold on

the quandary of human suffering.
The recurring images of Mother
Theresa and starving Third-world
infants sour the movie's sweet
comic romance.
The film's moral, which encourages the viewer to examine
his or her life, rid it of fallaciousness and finally, to help others, is
delivered on too grand a scale.
"Alice" is without the usual
clever mix of its director's probing
intelligence and humor. The movie
seems caught between fable and
reality; as a result, its narrative
only comes to life sputteringly.
The performances are (save
a mysteriously bland Baldwin)
universally praiseworthy. Mia
Farrow all but saves the movie
with her coy and charming Alice.
Mantegna is terrific as the befuddled musician. Keye Luke's
last performance (his first was in
1935's "Charlie Chan in Paris") is
a memorable one.
There is also gold to be found
in cameo roles: Bernadette Peters

is sensational as a cynical muse
and Elle Macpherson has an untaxing but aesthetically pleasing
bit in a crowded clothing boutique
dressing room.
Woody Allen has established
himself as a master comedian. He
has also proven adept as delivering
Bergmanesque angst.
But let us hope that he has
not become too preoccupied with
the latter to appreciate the magic of
the former.
That is not a call for Allen to
return to his capers of the early 70s
(his work in the 80s was too magnificent to justify that) but simply
to recall the preciosity of good oldfashioned mirth.
One of the movie critics* in
"Stardust Memories," though he is
drawn as a foolish, Diane Arbus
grotesque, perceptively observes
of the Woody Allen director character "Doesn't he realize he's got
the greatest gift of all? The gift of
laughter?" That can be a wonderful way to help others too, Woody.

The WVOF TOP TEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Lush - "Sweetness & Light"
Sting - "All This Time"
Daniel Ash - "This Love"
Jane's Addiction - "Classic Girl"
Those Melvins - "Twenty Flights"
Megadeth-" Hangar 18"
Take 6 - "I L-O-V-E U (Jazz)"
Maxi Priest - "Not On My Own"
Danielle Dax - "Tomorrow Never Knows"
Erasure - "Too Darn Hot"

THE FUTURE
HAVE YOU DECIDED ON YOURS?
ARE YOU...
... an "A" or "B" student?
.. . still undecided on a career path?
... in search of a profession where an individual is limited only by his or her own desire to succeed?

NOW'S THE tlME ...
... FOR YOU TO CONSIDER A CAREER
AS A CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT.
As a CPA, you can have it all - financial reward, professional status and achievement, security, and a future filled with promise.
Even if you're not a business student, don't rule out a career as a CPA. CPAs draw regularly upon
much more than familiarity with numbers. CPAs need the same skills anyone else does for
success: communication skills . . . interpersonal skills . . . drive, enthusiasm, and creativity . .,
skills you may already have or be developing in your other courses.
Call the school's accounting department today. You've got nothing to lose -- and a great future to gain.
This advertisement sponsored by The CSCPA Educational Trust Fund. For more information on the
opportunities available to today's -- and tomorrow's -- Certified Public Accountants, see the accounting
department chairperson or call the Connecticut Society of Certified Public Accountants today at
1-800-232-2232.
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Irish Society Concerts

Morath: A Ragtime
Revival

University Club to Sponsor Allan Concerts
On Saturday evening, February 2, The Fairfield University
Irish Society, in cooperation with
Green Linnet Records, will proudly
present Ireland's premiere Irish
Folk Band Altan in two cabaretstyle concerts.
Altan was voted the 19891990 Folk Band of the Year by The
London Daily Telegraph, The Irish
Voice, and O Magazine. EarlHitchner of The Irish Voice said, "Altan
is the best Irish Traditional
Band...on either side of the
Atlantic...unsurpassed." TheTelegraph raved, "Altan's music
reaches new heights - exhilirating."
Colin Randall was equally enchanted with Altan's newest album, "The Red Crow": "'The Red
Crow' attains newe heights of
athoritative, fluent and exhilirating
delivery. The playing is superb,
with the complex interplay of
fiddles, guitar, bouzouki and
Frankie Kennedy's flute and
whistle broken at precisely the right
moments by Mairead Ni Mhaonaigh's restrained, seductive singing."
The first concert is at 7:30
p.m. in the Campus Center Oak
Room of Fairfield University.
Tickets for this concert are $10/
person and tables may be reserved
by calling: 254-4000, extension
2786. Dr. Michael McDonnell,
Faculty Moderator of the Irish
Society, will attend to your reservations. Seating for this cabaret is

Pianist and singer Max Morath will lead a rollicking musical
tour of tum-of-the-century America when he performs "Living a
Ragtime Life" on Saturday, February 2, at 8 p.m. at the Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts.
Known as a philosopher of American popular culture with a
gift of gab, Morath blends humor and satire in musical commentaries
that reveal the fads and foibles of life-during the Gay Nineties and
Roaring Twenties. Aided and abetted by a grand piano and a sassy old
Edison phonograph, Morath belts out songs and piano solos, spicing
them with music and spirit of immortals such as Scott Joplin, Irving

Altan is performing at the Oak Room on February 2nd.
at 10:00 p.m. and is exclusively for
Fairfield University students and
their student guests. Tickets for
this cabaret are $5.00 and while
there will also be beer and wine,
strict observance of state laws
regarding the consumption of alcohol by minors will be enforced
by seating.
The Fairfield University
Irish Society looks forward to
welcoming you to our campus and
we will make every effort to make
the evening pleasureable and.
memorable.

limited to 300 people and you
should bring snacks, dips, whatever.
There is no B YOB, although
beer, wine and soda will be available. Faculty and staff may purchase one ticket for this event at
$5.00 but their guests would be
asked to pay the full rate.
This concert is also limited
to 21 years of age or older due to
the alcohol on the premises. Tapes
and records by Altan will be available.
The second concert will be

All-Student Plays Open Soon
Fairfield University will
present its first completely studentrun production at the new Regina
A. Quick Cetner for the Arts, with
two one-act plays opening on
February 14.
The student productions are
a dance adaptation of Samuel
Coleridge's poem "The Rime of
the Ancient Mariner" and a play
"Drinks" written by university

The Fairfield Mirror

senior Christopher DiCerto.
The plays are student-written, student-designed with guidance from professional Brian
Bolden and student performed.
The show runs from February 14 to 16 and again from February 21 to 23 at 8 p.m. in the Lawrence A. Wien Experimental Theatre located in the Quick Center.
Tickets are $3 for students and

seniors; $8 for general admission.
Tickets are available at the box
office from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. (2544010).
"The Rime" was adapted
by Christian Duda while a student
before graduating last May. She is
now attending the Martha Graham
Dance Center in New York. A
resident of Easton, she performed
at the Shuhsrt's annual open house

Coming soon to Fairfield University:
nationally recognized Hypnotist

Jim Wand
sponsored by IRHG
Tickets on sale soon

1991BSN
STUDENTS.
Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
1-800-423-USAF

in New Haven in
1989 and 1990 and
at last year's
Trumbell Earth
Day Celebration.
The second
one-act
play
"Drinks" deals
with non-conformity as high
school senior Willie searches for a
purpose in life and

Berlin, George M. Cohan, Bert Williams and May Irwin.
Morath's enthusiasm has helped spur a revival of interest in the
Ragtime Era for millions of other Americans. His two aware-winning
TV series for Public Broadcasting in the 1960s, "Ragtime Era" and
"Turn of the Century," are now considered definitive.
In 1969 he opened Off-Broadway with the one-man show,
"Max Morath at the Turn of the Century," a critical and popular
success. A new edition ofthe show toured nationwide in 1975. Morath
is now touring nationwide in "Living a Ragtime Life," launched by an
acclaimed Off-Broadway run in 1986. He is also a playwright, having
performed with the Repertory Theatre of St. Louis in a production of
his musical revue about America's drinking habits, "One for the
Road." In addition, he wrote and scored "Mister Dooley," a musical
based onthe works of the turn-of-the-century humorist Finley Peter
Dunne. He has performed at various times with his quintet in "Pop
Goes the Music" and has hosed "American Musical Theatre: 1900 to
1920" at the Smithsonian in the District of Columbia.
Tickets are $15, $12, and $10, with a two dollar discount for
students and seniors. For more information call 254-4010.
encounters such characters as God
and Michael J. Fox. University
senior Sharyn Majsa, a resident of
Bridgeport and a theater-media arts
major, is the director. She previously was stage manager for the
university production "Hot L Baltimore" and performed in "The
Nativity."
A Bridgeport resident, she

plans to attend graduate school in
New York for television production in New York.
The playwright, DiCerto, is
a resident of Norwalk, an English
major who writes fiction and poetry and is a member of rock and
blues bands. His play includes a
live band on stage during the performance.

Write for The Mirror!

255-4430
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TICK TACK TOE
WE SELL WHAT YOU NEED
Tapestries
Bahas
Chinese Shoes
American Indian Jewelry
Many Items from
Guatamala
Outer Limits
Canal Jean
Komil Dresses
Kenya Bags

TICK TACK TOE

45 Unquowa Rd. Fairfield
10:30 A.M.-5:30 P.M. Closed Sunday & Monday
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30" PIZZA

FOR THE NEXT CALLER!
In celebration of turning the big 3-0, Domino's Pizza® will deliver a
medium pizza with your favorite topping for just 30f when you order
a large Domino's Pizza at the regular price So hurry and get to a phone

Delivery areas limited to ensure sate driving
©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA!
Hours: till lam Sun.-Thurs. til 2am Fri. & Sat.

Call Us! 254-8823

30*

BIRTHDAY
BLAST!

30*

Order any large original crust
pizza and get a second
medium one-topping pizza
for only 30*!

®

3o

Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other otter Pnces may vary Customer
pays sales tax where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure sate dnving Our dnvers
carry less than $2000 Our drivers are not penalized tor late deliveries

30<t

BIRTHDAY
BLAST!

30«

Order any large original crust
pizza and get a second
medium one-topping pizza
for only 30*!

®

3b

Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other otter Pnces may vary Customer
pays sales tax where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure sate dnving Our dnvers
carry less than $20.00 Our dnvers are not penalized for late deliveries
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Armageddon and Amomo
win soccer championships
Maita Fagan
Contributing Writer
And yet another Intramural
Soccer season has come to an end.
This year's program was comprised
of 23 men's and 8 women's teams,
several of which had undefeated
records. Those were Armageddon, Rumpleminze, Cheese, Pimento Loaf, Spastic Sprawlers and
Soccer Savages.
The men's division teams
had some intense competitions
throughout the season exemplifying great skill and motivation to
win games. Some teams often
brought their own fan clubs to sit
and watch them display their exemplary skills in the fieldhouse.
Special recognition goes out
to Spicy Ginger and Insomniyaks
who made it to the semifinals but
were eliminated after fierce competitions. In the end, Armageddon
came out on top as the men's 1990
IM Champion defeating Team X
2-0.
The women's division
teams, however, sometimes
showed even more intensity and
drive than the men's. The skills
and maneuvers of such teams as
the Soccor Savages, Spastic
Sprawlers and Steamfitters were'
some of the best we've seen in the
last few years.
Other teams such as Heating Coil, Keeper's Challenge and
the Fly Girls showed intense deter-

mination as well as how to have
fun in friendly competition.
The 1988 Women's Champion Amomo once again took the

victory title of the 1990 Intramural
Champion defeating Orient Express 1-0 in an exciting, very close
championship game.

Armageddon: 1990 Men's Intramural Soccer Champions.

Amomo: 1990 Women's Intramural Soccer C hampions

Intramural playoff
point spreads
Michael Siuta
Staff Writer
In the age of repeat champions, the Blue Penguins are primed to
follow the lead of the Lakers, Pistons, and 49ers, as they prepare to
defend their Intramural Basketball "A" League title. Beginning February, the Penguins can accomplish this feat with three more victories.
However, this year's winner could come from any of the eight teams.
"Any team on its good night can beat anyone else," said Lethal
Weapons II guard Chris Arena. "Whoever gets hot after the long
layoff will win." With that in mind, here is a capsule look at all of the
first round games (seeds and record in parenthesis).
(1 )Blue Penguins (5-1) vs. (8)Imagination (0-6): This game should be
as lopsided as it appears. The top seeded Penguins feature such
players as Matt Gallagher, Kevin Talz, Chris Lenzen, and Anton
Fernando, and complement them with a fine bench, led by streak
shooter Mike Breslin. Imagination will need a very strong one in order
to have a chance-Blue Penguins +27.
(4)Raging Mayhem (5-1) vs. (5)Jermaine and Posse (1-5): Mayhem
was the surprise team in the league this year, coming from nowhere to
be a legitimate title contender. Jim Cronin's inside strength and Mike
McCarthy's outside touch are keys to their success, as they will have
to contend with former Stag player Jermaine Kirven. S wingman Mike
Troknya also provides scoring for the Posse. This is not as uneven as
it might appear, but Mayhem should prevail - Mayhem +12.
(3)Lethal Weapons II (5-1) vs. (6)Felch (2-4): This is clearly the most
evenly matched of the first round games. Felch, with the possible
return of Lou Bucari and Matt Gardner, in addition to the steady Steve
Grosso and John Bercham, should play tougher than their record
indicates. Lethal Weapons II struggled in their last few games, but
with Brian Marks, Al Forbes (6' 10"), and Chris Arena, they shouldn't
have much trouble getting back on track. A close win for Lethal
Weapons II +4.
(2)BushwoodBasketball Club (5-1) vs. (7)Supreme Court (1-5): Another apparent blowout. Bushwood is an extremely talented team,
with a starting five that can match anyone else's. However, their
bench strength remains a question mark. If Scooter Ryan, Darren
Patin, and Pat Murphy can be stopped, so can Bushwood. Once again,
this is much easier said than done. Mike Locke must have a big game
if Supreme Court is to pull off the upset - Bushwood +17.

"STAGS OH THE ROAD"
MEN'S BASKETBALL o BUS TRIP
Feb. 3 at St. Peter's
bus leaves at 1:30pm

Feb. G at
bus leaves at 0:00pm

tickets $8 on sale in CO. Lobby from
llam-2pm till the day before each game

ISLANDERS/RANGERS GA/UE

Feb. 6, 1991
7:30pm at Madison Square Garden
tickets $24 en sale from Jan.28- Jan.6
in the C.C. Lobby during lunch & dinner
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Tom O'Reilly:
Stags fall to Saints as losing
extends to nine of last eleven On College Hoops
Tom O'Reilly
Assistant Sports Editor
The good news is that Fairfield didn't blow a lead late in the
game.
The Bad news, however, is
that the Stags were never in the
game, as Siena coasted to a 77-55
victory in Alumni Hall.
For Fairfield, who started the
season looking like they would be
a contender in the MAAC this
season, it was the fourth consecutive loss as they fell to 6-10 (2-4 in
MAAC).
Marc Brown, the Saints' star
guard, had a field day with 21
points while forward Bruce Schroeder added a game high 23 points on
9 of 11 shooting.
"This was our first really bad
effort of the year," said Fairfield
Coach Mitch Buonaguro after the
game.
For the Stags, the shooting
woes continue, as they hit on just
22 of 68 field goal attempts.

"We go through stretches
where we can't score. That's why
we lose close games. It's something we got to improve," said
Drew Henderson.
The game was never really
close, as the Saints (13-6, 5-3)
jumped out to an early lead, capitalizing on the Stags poor shooting
(20.7% in the first half).
"I thought that we came out
to play very well," Buonaguro said.
"We just missed some easy shots
so we couldn't press. Then they
were getting out on the fast break
and killing us. It was just one of the
those nights."
That night continued in the
second half as Siena extend it's
lead to 30 points on a layup by
Mark Brown at the 11:53 mark of
the second half.
Scott Sytulek led Fairfield
with 12 points and Todd Holland
added 10.
STAG Droppings: Stags have now
lost 9 of their last 11 games... the
Stags took 13 more shots than

Siena.
After hosting Niagra on
Tuesday, Fairfield hit the road for
three MAAC contests at LaSalle
(tonight), St. Peter's (Sunday) and
Iona (Wednesday). . .Next home
game is a week from Saturday when
the Peacocks travel to Alumni Hall.

Point guard Kevin George
missed practice before the Siena
game with the flu and it looked like
it bothered him during the game on
Saturday. George shot 0-8 from
the field. He had been leading the
MAAC conference in field goal
shooting before Saturday's game.
Chris Barry has been redshirted this year.
Talk show host Jody
MacDonald on 610 WIP radio in
Philadelphia was asked about the
job Buonaguro has done and
whether or not he should return
next year. MacDonald said that
Buonaguro is a good coach and
that if he is fired, he will "land
somewhere coaching."

Pigskin recollections of 1990-1991
Andy Vallila
Staff Writer
In years to come, the 1990
NFL Season will be remembered
as a year in which the league excelled on the field, but lingered in
turnmoil off it.
On the gridiron, football was
at its best in 1990. Several teams
once considered powerhouses returned to prominence this year.
1990 witnessed the resurgence of
the NFL's most infamous team,
the Raiders along with the Dolphins, Chiefs and Bears returned
to the playoffs.
Similarly, this season had
some outstanding individual performances. Steve Deberg, considered a backup for his entire career,

had a tremedous season. Best of
all, a substitute quarterback named
Jeff Hostetler took over a slumping Giants team and led them all
the way to a Super Bowl win.
From the memorable to the
unforgetable. Last Sunday, football fans were treated to perhaps
the best Super Bowl ever. Six of
the last Seven Super Sundays had
been over at halftime but this year
the Giants and Bills played a contest that saw five lead changes and
was decided in the final seconds
for only the second time in Super
Bowl history.
On the other hand, there was
a dark side to this season, and it had
nothing to do with the action.
The Gods of Football decided
to "Hockeyize" the league and ex-

pand their playoff format to 12
teams. The idea was disasterous in
1990 as two horrible, mediocre
clubs, the Saints and Oilers, were
invited to the post season and then
quickly disposed of.
The NFL was forced to get
political as it threatened to strip the
state of Arizona of the 1993 Super
Bowl had the voters not recognized Dr. Maritn Luther King's
birthday as a state holiday.
Last but certainly not least,
several New England Patriots disgraced the entire league when they
allegedly sexually harrassed a
woman reporter in a locker room.
The incident resulted in an ongoing debate over whether or not
women should be permitted in
locker rooms.

Tom O'Reilly
Assistant Sports Editor
The college season is starting to heat up, and it appears as though
UNLV is unquestionably the team to beat.
The Running Rebels are 15-0 and the closest anyone has come to
them is 12 points.
Personally, I feel as though they shouldn't be playing for the
national title after all of the violations they have committed. But ifjustice
prevails, UNLV will not take the crown again this year.
****
One of the best no-name teams this year is East Tennesse State.
The Bucaneers (13-2) have been hovering around the no. 12 spot all
season, and are a legitimate contender for the Final Four. East
Tennessee State relies on 5'7" point guard Keith "Mister" Jennings
and 6' 11" center Greg Dennis.
Back home at Fairfield, the Stags are at a turning point in their
season, having lost four games in a row. At 6-10 Fairfield hits the road
for the next three games.
Coach Mitch Buonaguro is in the final year of his contract. If
Fairfield continues to stumble, there might be a new man on the bench
next season.
After going 3-0 in the Big East conference, the UCONN
Huskies continue to struggle. Their 68-66 loss at the Civic Center on
Big Monday to the Syracuse Orangemen made their in conference
losing streak to five games. It seems that Coach Jim Calhoun's squad
continues to struggle to find a point guard to replace Tate George and
has also been hurt by the easy out-of-conference schedule that the
Huskies faced in November and December.
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Hewitt Associates is an international firm of consultants and
actuaries specializing in the design, financing, communication,
and administration of employee benefit and compensation
programs. We are included in the publications The 100 Best
Companies to Work for in America and The Best Companies
for Women.
We are interested in students with the following majors:

Accounting
' Business Administration
Computer Science
Economics
Finance
Management Information Systems
Mathematics
We look for people who are adaptable, creative, analytical, and
intelligent people who work well together. Our challenge is to
identify and develop those people who can respond to the
opportunities of today and tomorrow.
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Tuition and Fees
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champions; T.O. On College Hoops, pp. 18-20.

SPORTS

Next Week: Sports Profile
on Lady Stag Lisa Mikelie; Stags go on the road
vs. La Salle and St. Peter's.

Icemen defeat #1
Amherst on the road
Tom Boucher
Staff Writer
Marc Bedard
Contributing Writer
In our last encounter with
that topsy-turvey rollercoaster ride
known to most as the 1990-91
Fairfield University ice hockey
season, our icemen were feared
lost forever, trapped in that most
wicked of all places, the pit of
eternal underachievement.
These fears were dispelled
over the last week as the Stags got
back on track, winning two of the
four games they played, including
impressive road victories at
Amherst and Quinnipiac.
The Stags overcame an
early deficit 1-0, to beat #1 Amherst
on the road, 3-2. "This was the best
game the hockey team has played
since I have been here," junior
Paul Leary said.
Senior co-captain Brian
Stalzer and sophomores Peter
Lewis and Greg Battison provided
the offensive jabs, each tallying a
goal in the contest while junior
netminder Tim McDevitt and his
stalwart defensive corps delivered
the knockout blow by denying the
mighty Lord Jeff's offense when
the game was on the line.
Three days later the Stags
continued their winning ways with
a 6-3 win at Quinnipiac College in
Hamden, Connecticut. Scott Lindsay began the first period assault
by lighting the lamp just one minute into the game. Later that same

period Lindsay collected his ninth
goal of the season, and second of
the game, as he put away the rebound of a Joe Hayes blast from
the point. Before intermission,
Rob Meszaros lengthened the Stags
lead to three goals as he broke in
alone and lifted the puck over the
glove of the shell-shocked Quinnipiac netminder.
The Stags came out flat for
the second period, but due to stellar performances by goalie Tim
McDevitt and his defense led by
Leary, Fairfield escaped the penalty—filled fiasco with a 3-1 lead.
To make the game interesting, Quinnipiac scored at 6:30 of
the third period, cutting the Stag
lead to one goal. Rick Ralston
soon diminished hopes of a Quinnipiac comeback as he slipped the
rebound of Greg Battiston's bullet
past a down and out Quinnipiac
goaltender. Scott Lindsay later
completed his first collegiate hat
trick with an unassisted goal at
17:51. Brian Stalzer closed out the
scoring with an open net goal assisted by Bob MacDonald.
Forty-eight hours later, the
Icemen attempted to continue their
win streak against Iona, but this
time they had bitten off more than
they could chew. Three powerplay goals, three short-handed
goals and one penalty shot goal
were the difference between a 3-3
tie, and the actual 10-3 loss the
skating Stags suffered. Goal scorers were senior co-captains Bob
MacDonald and Brian Stalzer, and

junior defenseman Paul Leary.
The following day provided
little relief for the battle weary
who succumbed to injuries, fatigue,
and the Stonehill ice hockey team,
4-1, at the Wonderland of Ice.
After a scoreless first period, Stonehill raced out to a 2-0
lead, taking advantage of opportunities on the power-play and shorthanded situation.
Nine minutes into period
three the opposition tallied again
on a beautiful play in the slot. Three
minutes later the Stags showed
some life when junior defenseman
Rick Mason converted a Rob
Meszaros pass into a twine as he
beat the Stonehill netminder to his
stick side.
Stonehill finished the scoring for the game five minutes later
with a power-play goal on a deflected shot from the point. Goaltender Showky Kaldawy was a
bright spot for the Stags as he made
24 saves in the contest.
"The team needs to learn to
play 60 minutes of hockey consistently in order to achieve the kind
of success they are capable of,"
Coach McCarthy said.
"Another major key to our
success lies in the discipline not to
take foolish penalties which have
been breaking the offensive
rhythm," he said.
If these two goals are
achieved the Stags will maintain
the consistency of play needed to
move into the upper echelon of the
league's elite.

Lady Stags Take 2 Out of 3
in MAAC Competition
Michael Donohue
Staff Writer
Following the Lady Stags
through their last three games has
been extremely strange. At times,
they play like MAAC powerhouses
poised to destroy their competition
and at other times their play is less
spirited. Yet, they are 12-5 overall
and 5-1 in the MAAC. Coach
Nolan attributes this phenomenon
to the fact that "all MAAC teams
play so differently. They all try to
stop our running game and we must
counter in different ways."
Coming off of aphysical win
against St. Peter's, the ladies traveled to Manhattan, hosts of the
MAAC tourney, to take on the
slow paced and deliberate style of
play of the Lady Jaspers.
An aggressive game was
played filled with a lot of shoving
and pushing. The Lady Stags were
frustrated in the first half, shooting
38 percent from the field, but were
fortunate that Trish Elser was hot,
hitting from the top of the key, as
well as down low. Her 14 first half
point gave Fairfield a 32-31
halftime lead.
In the second half, the two
Ail-Americans, Tricia Sacca and
Lisa Mikelic, took charge. Sacca

netted six of her first seven shots
leading her teammates to a 57-49
lead. Then, the aggressive tempo
rose to a feverish pitch and Sacca
was floored at half court, having to
leave the game with a cut on her
lower lip. The lead was cut to four
as a result of four straight Fairfield

"All MAAC teams
play so differently.
They all try to
stop our running
game and we must
counter in different ways"
turnovers and still, there were four
minutes left. The team rallied to
victory 69-66 as Mikelic netted
two tree throws with seconds left.
Unfortunately, the Lady
Stags hit a lull when they arrived at
Siena to face the MAAC leaders.
Coach Nolan noted one contributing factor. "It's a long trip to make
on a school day after a long day of
classes," she said.
Whatever the reason, the
team was not focused and the loss
could not be blamed on one per-

son. If possible, everyone had
their worst game. Unforced errors
and all-around flat play resulted in
an 84-62 drubbing.
Instead of sulking in their
loss, the Lady Stags decided to tear
up the Lady Gaels of Iona back at
Alumni Hall. In a game that could
never be described as pretty. Fairfield embarrassed Iona 62-29.
The first half was hard to
watch as both team shot below
average, but Fairfield, even playing poorly, built up gradually a 2815 lead. In the second half, Iona
only got worse and the Lady Stags
outscored them by twenty in the
half. All players contributed and
Nolan congratulated the team on a
"very well played second half.
Tricia Sacca had a game-high
15 points and eight rebounds. Lisa
Mikelic led the team with six assists and added 14points,andTrish
Elser continued her dominating
presence on defense with five
blocks.
This weekend, the ladies take
on Canisius and Niagara at home
striving to continue their home
court unbeaten streak.
"We're taking one game at a
time," concluded Nolan.
Yah, all the way to the
MAAC championship.

Go Animal or Go
home; so I left
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor

You knew last Saturday's game against Siena was going to be a
long night when Johnnie Jones missed a dunk that would have given
Fairfield a 2-0 lead. It was the last time Fairfield was in the game. The
Stags shot 20.7 percent in the game and lost by 22.
It was one of the worst displays of basketball I have ever seen.
There were enough air balls thrown up by Stag shooters to keep
Charles A. Lindbergh happy and enough bricks to build another floor
on Gonzaga. If the Stags tried to shoot a three-pointer into Long Island
Sound—they were 0-15 from beyond 19'9"—they might have actually missed.
Go animal or go home? So, I left.
The Stags had only four field goals in the last 16 minutes of the
game. At one point Siena's Bruce Schroeder had outscored the 14-13
with just over two minutes left in the first half. The Stags' offense
sputtered like a v78 Ford Pinto.
"It was just one of the those nights," coach Mitch Buonaguro
said. Yea, one of those nights you wish a SCUD Missile would hit
Alumni Hall. Well, not really.
But this game was one of those games that coaches lose their
jobs.
Buonaguro's contract comes up at the end of the season and that
is when his tenure at Fairfield will be evaluated. "Hopefully, they'll
look at the big picture," he said. "The team is exciting, we have had a
lot of great players and great persons come through this program, and
still here, so I think they'll look at everything."
The first thing I see is wins and losses. Buonaguro is 70-93 in his
five years and only 25 wins in the last three seasons in a weak
conference. That's one thing Fairfield cannot overlook.
Buonaguro's starting five against Niagara was Todd Holland
Kris Steele, Mike Plansky, Scott Sytulek, and Craig Martin. Buonaguro is beginning to panic and try any solution to keep his job. "It's
just a move I think to shake things up," he said, "not panic."
Somebody please send out a search party and see if you can find
Buffalo Bills wide receiver James Lofton. After that 61—yard catch
in Buffalo's second drive of the game, it seemed that Lofton was more
concerned about that guy in row 16 with Bugle Boy Jeans on than
getting open. Lofton tore up the Raiders secondary in the AFC Championship but choked in the big game. *
So did Marv Levy. In the Bills final drive, with one timeout left,
Levy calls his final clock-stopper with 49 seconds left. Now Marv, if
all you need is a field goal, save the timeout to kick the field goal. Had
Levy done that he could have run another play from the Giants' 30yard line to move into better field goal range.
But this was one of the best Super Bowls ever and it was won on
coaching. Bill Parcells, who has been criticized more than President's
Bush's war policy this season, showed why he is one of the best
coaches of all-time.
Parcells used a 2 down linemen, 7 defensive backs to shut down
Lofton and Andre Reed. The only thing that could stop Thurman
Thomas was his bad knees. On the winning drive, Parcells used quarterback bootlegs to keep Buffalo off guard and a 3rd and 5 sweep to
Dave Meggett to keep the drive alive.
All this talk about Jeff Hostetler being the quarterback next
season for the Giants should be put to rest. The Hoss played a great
game. He didn't fumble, didn't throw an interception, but didn't win
the game either. The Giants running attack, that kept the Bills nohuddle offense on the sideline befuddled, won the game for the Giants.
I think that Phil Simms should get his starting job back when the
team prepares for a repeat trip to the Super Bowl in August. Simms is
the kind of quarterback who can win games with his arm, and the Hoss
can't do it consistently. Simms carried this team into the playoffs, and
Hoss just rode the wave to the Vince Lombardi Trophy.
Thank God we finally had a Super Bowl that was as close a game
as the Bud Bowl.
So says the Earl of Sports.

